Jet Noise Report
May-June 2021
Here are some of the comments submitted by residents of our region regarding Jet Noise.
More comments from Anacortes, Camano Island, Mt Vernon, Port Townsend, Coupeville
and the San Juan Islands, begin on page 13. They tell the human story. Please read them.
Exhausted from work, home late, have to get up very early tomorrow- wrenched from sleep
by metallic screaming. Anacortes 10:20 pm
Can’t keep my children asleep. It’s hurting their ears.
S Lopez, 27 May 2021, Thur: 3:30pm Deafening ROAR, 95 + decibels outside, overhead.
Actually painful. When our Government allows this to happen in our homes year after year
after year . . . . this is torture. . . plain and simple . . . torture.
Unprecedented heat wave and now we have to shut all the doors and windows and swelter
in the heat or be assaulted by 105+decibel noise inside our home. Reaches 90 + decibels with
doors and windows closed.
Off the charts, 130 db...20 feet over my house. Insane...
In line for ferry in Port Townsend, unbelievable noise emanating from the OLF operations.
These people in PT did nothing to deserve this onslaught of racket coming from the Navy.
It’s terrorizing, plain and simple.
Over Forks, WA and so low, easily saw the pair. Probably 5-7000 feet. Set off car alarm,
sounded like bombs about to be released. Very scary and far too low. Need to practice far
from civilians and wilderness areas.
Just above 700+ feet, 3 within 30 seconds of each other, fast and loud enough to cause ear
pain.

Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise
reports are being made from residents of the
Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County
Aircraft Noise Reporting Website. This report
provides data broken out by reports generated
inside San Juan County and outside.
With the addition of 36 more Growlers in
2019, the region has been bombarded. Total
jet noise reports within San Juan County grew
26% from 2019 to 2020. Noise reports from
outside of San Juan County have rapidly
increased.
The first six months of 2021 have brought the
number of noise reports to 76% of the number
received for all of 2020.
Listen to this jet noise that we hear in
our region:
https://soundcloud.com/laurenkuehne
/clearwater
The Navy dismisses noise data:
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion
/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growlernoise-not-dismiss-it/
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INSIDE THIS REPORT:
Annual Comparisons
Monthly Comparisons
Report by Location
Reports by Type of Noise
Noise by Time of Day
Reports by Day
Map of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County
Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data
reports began in 2015.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise
reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region.
This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/
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Comparing Jet Noise Reports
2015 - 2020 and the first half of 2021
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting.
Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In
the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that
the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise
reports in the database since 2015 through 2020 and the first half of 2021.
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Comparing Jet Noise Reports by Location
2019, 2020, and the first half of 2021
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Jet Noise Reports per Month, All Locations
Comparing 2020 to 2021
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Jet Noise Report by Type of Noise
INSIDE San Juan County
May-June, 2021

Jet Noise Report by Type of Noise
OUTSIDE San Juan County
May-June, 2021
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For example,
submissions that report
noise 11:00 am through
11:59am are clustered
in the 11 o'clock hour.
Sometimes reports do
not include a specific
time. For those, related
data may indicate Day
or Evening noise
disturbance, or Not
Available.

Jet Noise Reports by the Hour
OUTSIDE San Juan County
May-June, 2021
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is variable and
unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports by the Hour
INSIDE San Juan County
May-June, 2021
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This is a “density
map” of jet noise
reports for 2020
only. For the sake
of visual clarity, this
map focuses on a
limited area,
though jet noise
data come from
further afield,
including more of
the Olympic
Peninsula.

Data Set: Full Year: 2020

Map by Sarah Blake 3/26/2021
Original jet noise data from the San Juan County
Open GIS Data Site. Data has been edited for clarity. Sources: Esn HERE Garmin USGS
intermap INCREMENT P NR Can, Esn Japan (MET) Esn China (Hong Kong), Esn Korea,
ESN (Thailand), NGCC © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community
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Referred to as the “dot map”, this picture of the Aircraft Noise
Reporting Map offers a different view and includes the larger
region, for the period of August 2019 – June 2021. People outside
of San Juan County began having access to the aircraft noise
reporting website in Fall 2019.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus, the reproduction of the
multi-colored dots, which signify the locations of noise reports,
minimizes the actual number of reports since the dots overlay
other dots.
This map represents 14,616 reports since August, 2019.
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Comments Submitted with May and June 2021 Reports
NOTES:
Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example,
generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running
inside your home?
Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home
address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal
identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives.

S Lopez, 2 Jun 2021, Wed: 5:33pm another screaming overflight 75.4 in the
house - 85.4 decibels outside - It's a painful noise and there's nowhere to
escape. The Navy is not concerned about their impact on neighbors.
Neither are Larsen of Murray.
My home is no longer my sanctuary. The navy has invaded my peace and
mental health. This is infuriating. 11:40pm and the jets are bombarding us
with horrific noise.
8:23pm, 5/12. SouthCentral Lopez. On an evening walk and suddenly a
growler jet is screaming and roaring overhead. Heading NNE it seems.
DEAFENING. What is it doing over this part of Lopez? Taking a shortcut?
Quit playing around with your wartoys.
Pavey Rd Lopez. 5/11. About 2:10pm. Riding my bike and suddenly I am
startled and holding tight. LOUD LOUD roaring. Is is a truck behind me?
What's going on?? OH YES, a loud growler jet is screaming and roaring over
S Lopez. Dangerous moments.

In Coupeville, for 12 hrs plus each day M-F we are gifted the unwelcome
sound of peace shattering and nature suffocating noise the Navy has chosen
to inflict on this community. They are terrorists
Shrieking/grating grinding sounds of EA18-G Growlers coming through the
roof of our medical clinic in Mt Vernon around mid day- heard through
ceiling, hvac and ambient noise of clinic, disrupting thoughts and
conversations as they thankfully passed
In Coupeville in town, forget having a peaceful evening M-F EVER.
Over town in Coupeville, extremely loud and deafening. You absolutely
suck Navy and have become a terror organization!!!!!!
87 dB on Decibel X Pro app.
We have the door open because it’s over 80 degrees. All of a sudden, a jet
flys so low everything is shaking and I have to cover my ears inside my own
house.
Extremely loud Growler flight, loud enough to disrupt the sound on a
meeting and make it impossible to hear what was being said, inside,
downstairs. Cloudy days seem to be worse.
VERY loud over ear plugs and noise machine at highest volume - no one can
be expected sleep with this volume of noise at near 10pm on. Monday
night. Nor does the sound of the plane ever die out when you guys do your
flyovers..just a constant nuisance
Woke sleeping child
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It is especially meanspirited to use the onset of rain as justification or an
excuse to route more planes directly overhead.

CANNOT READ, CANNOT THINK, VIBRATING BRAIN, VIBRATING ENTIRE
BODY. PLEASE STOP!

Flying jets late into last night so i was sleeping in. Then jets showed up at
8:30 this morning. How and when am I supposed to have a healthy night of
sleep?

Loud jet noise all night. It’s past 10p.m. and I still cannot sleep. This is
untenable.

Coming over the roof top low, fast, hot, before starting FCLPs at OLF. There
is just no care given to the health welfare, sanity, or safety of residents
living under the flight path.
Loud Roaring across the sky
R. Larsen was recently at NAS Whidbey meeting top brass and mentioned
more funding for research on jet noise. Why do we need more "research"
as we are living under this horrific noise almost every day and night? The
data is right here, right now.
Terrible engine noise from Ault lasting several minutes
Yowza - very loud!
12:22pm. I would like to be outside but the jet noise rumbling from
Whidbey is so loud, persistent, irritating that I decline. What is the purpose
of advertising the islands as peaceful when the Navy has declared war on
us? NOT peaceful.
More engine noise Ault
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

"Downtown Port Townsend and the Port of Port Townsend (Point Hudson)
which used to be a pleasant place to be in the summertime
Has been completely destroyed by the abuse of noise of the U.S. Navy
growlers"
The noise ended around 10:30 last night. It’s 8:25 am and the jets are
already back subjecting us to their torturous noise.
8:30 in the morning, ripping through an otherwise peaceful start to the day.
I've lost all respect for our navy 100 times over. Their noise is having
horrible impacts to the Puget Sound region and on me personally.
We can see that the navy doesn’t care about the people they serve. The
noise is absolutely horrible!! Why the hell were these jets ever allowed to
be produced knowing they’d fly over US neighborhoods? Makes me sick!!
Dear god!! At the Coupeville ferry/Crockett lake, a jet comes ripping over.
Loud like you don’t ever want to hear. Absolutely horrendous !!!
Can’t hear what the ferry workers are announcing on the intercom. The jets
are louder than you’d ever imagine. Scary loud. Makes me sick that we’re
subjected to this.

Came right over the house. Extremely loud.

Leaving home today because I can’t take the noise!! Heading south and
taking my pile of work with me. I can’t believe I have to do this!!!

S Lopez, 3 May, 2021, Monday: 11:30 am - 12:30. constant roars and
rumbles 65 decibels inside the house.

Too d*** loud to sleep again.
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11 pm and it’s sleep time for the majority of residents. This is an
unacceptable sleep disturbance and affecting our health. Please stop. Now
having to turn on all my white noise machines to blast it all out just to get
some much needed sleep.
Unable to sleep because of intense noise and vibration.
Growlers starting FCLPs at OLF. Turn off the TV, close the windows, and
hunker down against the noise blast.
Argh! Thought they were done. Settled in to relax and go to sleep, but no.
New session of FCLPs starting at OLF.
The growlers are still flying at 11pm and scaring my pets. It's difficult to
sleep.
Some of these incidents involed more than one plane based on noise
produced, but I am unable to confirm thas as I do not look at the sky so as
to avoid having recurring nightmares of shreiking military aircraft.

morning. It is now 9:40 pm!! I am sick of being terrorized in my own home.
The noise is awful and incessant!!
11:50- basically MIDNIGHT in anacortes and there is a sickening,
otherworldly low shaking, shuddering, scraping, roaring intermittently
causing my house to vibrate. Far away awful, terrible threatening alien
sounds. Navy abuse of us. MIDNIGHT
Extremely loud over downtown Coupeville
Really? Again? I barely got to sleep last night due to the late night flights
past 11 pm and they’re fitting again this morning? This is brutal. If we
wanted noise we would’ve stayed in Seattle.
Very loud, I am in a conference call and cannot speak or hear... very difficult
to work from home here.
Woke family again!

Continuous rumble that can be heard in the house with windows closed.
Started about 9:30. Now it is 10pm and I am sure will go through at least
midnight. How are we supposed to function with no sleep.

It’s getting to the point where I can’t sleep, even my family who aren’t
complainers are starting to complain. The house is rumbling. It’s like living
in a war zone. No wait, we are living in a war zone. How do I make this
stop?

Unable to sleep.

Trying to meditate. Very hard with the jets flying

Woke me up!

They just flew over again and my ears hurt. They need to stop. Have been
having trouble sleeping.

Two Jets over Sperry Penninsula, Lopez Island, WA.
P8 over Coupeville, low, 11:12 pm
We're getting hammered, HAMMERED out here in Coupeville!!! From
around 7 pm it started again, from already having been hammered this

Too loud 120 db+. Flying too close in .
Can’t keep my children asleep. It’s hurting their ears.
Low-frequency acoustic energy emissions are awful tonight, penetrating
both structures and living tissue sheltering within the structures.
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Okay. Had enough. Flew late last night and now FCLPs at OLF are starting
again.

"Shame on you. Hurting children, elderly, the sick and suffering, our
environment, etc. etc.

"They're back again!

Shame on you. You are pitiful.

MORE! My head is pounding. Going to leave and get out town until the
weekend. I can't stand it here when the jets fly. Otherwise I love this
peaceful, beautiful, quite place. Home is definitely not my sanctuary when
rattled by growler jets.

Engine noise awakened me

Growlers have flown right over us 4 times yesterday and 4th time today. My
daughter and husband were trying to ride bikes and had to rush home, They
run 3 planes at a time. I was trying to teach an online course during one of
them! This is ridiculous

Ault engine noise

Smashing my peaceful morning again. Thanks navy for being the absolute
worst neighbor ever!!!!!!!!!!
In Coupeville, more of the same destructive Noise

"Engine noise from Ault
Vibrating my body through the floor. Stuff rattling"

Started at 10:18, nonstop through 10:21
More rattling windows
Loud enough to hear and feel over the electric toothbrush in my mouth.
Heard again fifteen minutes later when I climbed into bed…if returning to
base, should be a one pass and high."

Smashing our peace again over Coupeville

I just have to say that I am SO TIRED of ROARING SKIES. Jets may be flying to
the south of us, but the ROAR in the skies is almost constant. Outside is like
having the roar of I-5 in your head all the time. It makes me crazy and sad.
Sad for the USA.

Let’s begin another beautiful spring day with the sound or war.

June 11. Rumbling vibrating jet noise from NASWI. S Lopez.

House is vibrating... the noise is incessant, disrespectful and rediculous. I
don’t think the situation is going to change in the foreseeable future. It’s
pathetic.

Long period of noisy flyovers preceding this complaint

Oh go away

The Grwlers are an already outdated weapon. And there destructiveness
truly irritating to peaceful existence. The Navy needs to put their energy
into cyber attack security.

Shame on all three of you
Simply sickening

Total disruption of dinner conversation. Rude in the extreme.

Growlers flew back and forth over the neighborhood for an hour or so.
Woke us up.
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The planes interfere with my sleep. They kept me up last night and woke me
this morning.
Another sleepless night, until they stop flying., Ugh!
Constant engine noise for the last 20 minutes - and still continuing

Way out of Forks, the jets flew over so loudly, all other noise drowned out
and conversation abruptly stopped. No nature sounds for nearly ten more
minutes after the last flyover. Very close to ONP.
Cape Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington.

Lots of rattling in home

S Lopez, 6 May 2021, Thursday: 10am - 11:20am Roars 68.2 decibels in side
house. 12:25pm - more ROARING 75 decibels outside.

New double pane windows rattling, floorboards and chair vibrating

Over Coupeville, absolutely smashing our peace

Flyover
Flyover. OUCH

Three jets abreast, over town Coupeville, directly above town. Hey Navy,
we are not impressed and would appreciate you finding another home!!!!!!

Ault

F*** off Navy!!!!!

Navy proving for 3.5 sustained minutes that they give zero F***s about
citizens.

Growlers over port townsend!

3:46pm. 6/24. ANOTHER $%^&*&^%$#$%%^&* SCREAMING GROWLER JET
ROARING OVER US. ALL DAY. ABUSIVE NAVY. S.LOPEZ.

New passenger jet traffic

2:04pm. June 24. Loud, echoing, deep, pervasive, jet noise. Comes right
into our house and interferes with conversation. S. Lopez

"The Navy. Doing our best to harass citizens since 2005."

66.8 dB on Decibel X Pro app. Indoors with windows closed.
Loud rumbling through the entire house.

3:39pm 6/24. S. Lopez. Growler flying from NE to SW over Mud Bay.
Sounds like a mufflerless muscle car running up the motor right next to my
ears. This is ABUSE. The roar is deafening. DEAFENING DEAFENING
DEAFENING DEAFENING. ABUSE.

Youre a disgace!

I was in the shower. Floors vibrated, glass door rattled and I could hear the
after burners even with the shower fully running! Sounded and felt like an
attack right over the house!

2x the madness!!

You're absurd. This madness couldn't take place without the people who
carry out these harmful flights. Shame on you.

Pain X2
Jet roaring over S Lopez. 11:16am. TOO LOUD!!!
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Are we being bombed?

Pain x2

I guess that second was the mop-up run?

Direct fly overs Colville and all of southern Lopez. Low level extremely loud
blast. Beyond ear damage threshold and certainly head ache inducing

2x the destruction
3x the destruction

Flyovers continuing

3x the destruction

Outside on walk and jet noise was so loud I had to cover my ears and my
son got very frightened.

South Lopez. LOUD jet noise. Too loud. Should not be allowed.

Ault engine

3:45pm. S Lopez. Startled by loud Navy jet. Commercial jets don't make
that kind of scream and roar!

Flyovers for the last several minutes and continuing

"Just above tree tops 200>600'

5/12. 10:18am Shrieking and grumbling and roaring jet over South Lopez.
Distracted.

Two very dark painted Black Hawk military Sikorsky helicopters south
bound from Port Angles maybe.8:15 pm
They flew over this area several hours earlier west bound."

1:03pm It sounds like a war is going on. The air is noisy with jet noise.
Rumbling and roaring. Put the Navy in a less populated area. They are
PESTS.

All day every day. Go away!

Flyover engine noise

The navy is a terrible neighbor.

F*** off

Multiple aircraft deafening loud, and that's inside the house.

Loud jet over us. Roaring & roaring as if it will never stop. I have tried for
some peace and quiet by closing doors and windows, but it is of little use.
The roar pervades the air. Forced to Shelter in Place in my own home. The
Navy is disgusting.

Long live fascism
What do you call a guy with a ******* and no place to put it? A navy pilot.
The growlers have been flying off and on all morning. Loud throughout the
house.

S Lopez, Mon, Jun 14,2021, 11:35am: Outside walking. The noise is
impossibly loud. . . . hurting our ears. This must be over 90+ decibels !

"Roaring Growler practice from top of Little Mtn in Mount Vernon
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May 12, About 8:32pm. Another screaming and roaring growler over S.
Lopez.

concentrate and work. The Navy has turned this into a WAR ZONE!
LEGISLATORS: Why are you so silent?

"Too loud to think

1:52pm. ANOTHER LOUD JET. Navy jet...commercial aircraft does not make
this kind of noise. I am busy at my desk, don't want to get up to look. But
this roaring jet has distracted me once again. Windows closed and the jet
invades my office! Lopez.

Shakes deck"
S Lopez, 12 May 2021, Wed: 10:15am - overflight - 88 decibels - Outside.
Why are they flying so low? This noise is violent.
Flyovers
A lot of growler flight noise throughout the late morning and ongoing
So loud it hurst my ears through solid earplugs
Terribly loud flyovers
In town over Coupeville again and again and again they shatter our peace
and cause physical damage to our bodies. F-you navy
3 of them 3x the pain
2 jets too low always too loud
Long lazy flight of something like a 737
10:30am. LOUD LOUD LOUD roaring jet. S. Lopez.
1:13pm. Inside working on a complicated project & my concentration has
been broken by a loud rumbling roaring jet overhead. I am not going to try
to see it; I am fairly sure it is Navy aircraft, simply because it sounds the
same as all of them. Mad.
1:18pm 5/13. S. Lopez. After being attacked by an aircraft a few minutes
ago, we now have another screaming and roaring jet over us. I am trying to

1:57pm 5/13. Mud Bay. Directly over us. TWO GROWLERS SCREAMING and
ROARING. It is DEAFENING. I am tired of this war environment. The Navy is
ABUSING the residents of this area.
2 growlers flying roughly se to nw. Covered ears but this didn’t suppress the
decibel level.
2 Growlers flying north over Cape St Mary turning to the east over Sperry
Peninsula, Lopez Island, WA.
Time is approximate... ongoing disruptions... heard the growlers several
times throughout the afternoon.
May 14. Very loud roaring in the skies. Jet noise. Disturbing. S. Lopez
For several days. We were told that this southern area is not a fly zone!
FOUR YES 4 GROWLERS OVERHEAD‼️‼️
3 Growlers in formation.
Peaceful sounds of birds and raindrops on the roof are no more. Horrid
bursts of thunder and shaking and rumbling sounds like end of the world.
Navy F-18s tearing up the sky intermittently- anacortes 8pm. No way to
treat your friends...
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Very loud growler overhead. I understand I live in North Whidbey, but they
speed up while they are still over my property/Deception Pass State Park.
They turn on the afterburners, its so loud I cannot think/finish my
conversation. Ears still ringing.
So loud we stopped pre-school until it passed. Really, we have to stop
school to focus for the d*** jets.
Large airline/passenger type gray military jet flying low over Friday harbor.

D*** YOU STOP SHATTERING OUR PEACE WITH YOUR D*** JETS!! WE ON
LOPEZ NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES!!! YOU ARE
DAMAGING OUR HEALTH WITH YOUR NOISE!
Several minutes of growlers over fisherman bay resulting in very loud noise.
Very low flying growler aircraft, slow and very loud disturbing my work
Low flying growler aircraft interfering with my life!

2 Growlers traveling nne over San Juan Island was so loud some of us
outside had to cover ears. One elder complained of pain. Flew near Goose
Island (Nature Conservancy land) causing the gulls and comorants there to
take flight.

S Lopez, 17 May 2021, Mon: 12:50pm 68.6 decibels inside house . . .
Followed by 72.4 dec inside at 12:52pm. At the end of the day - 6:55pm
72.6 dec and at 7pm 65.8 dec. Wonder if it will keep going and ruin yet
another evening.

Very loud all day long. This is noise pollution!!

Another peace smashing Navy Growler headed east from Oak Harbor not
content without blowing up the quiet here in Coupeville.

Dreadful roaring and vibration. The windows are closed, nonetheless the
noise overwhelms all inside sound. The vibration is extremely unpleasant.
Yet another LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD‼️
2 MORE GROWLERS FLYING WEST TO EAST OVERHEAD‼️‼️‼️‼️ Noise lasted
for 5 minutes.

More Growlers more Growlers, on and on and on they go blowing up our
peace. F-YOU NAVY!!!!!!!!!!!!
Celebrating a milestone with friends and family for the first time in over a
year, on a beautiful day when the jests ripped through our outdoor
gathering. A low flyover through Coupeville, ear splitting, disruptive, totally
arrogant. Thanks Navy.

Another Growler in the area.
3 in formation 3 x the destruction. Thanks
"VERY LOW LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD FOLLOWED BY ANOTHER ONE‼️‼️‼️
Multiple jets multiple madnesses
My Grandson and I were outside. He was frightened. They should not be
allowed over a National monument. The noise is outrageous‼️"
Get you D*** GROWLER JETS OUT OFLOPEZIA AIRSPACE! WE NEVER
AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES! YOU ARE DAMAGING OUR
HEARING AND GIVING US MIGRAINES! STOP FLYING OVER LOPEZ NOW

stupid loud. All day. How can anyone possibly be involved with practices
that do so much harm?
Fly overs
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3:41pm. May 18. Lots of jet noise rumbling in the skies of South Lopez this
afternoon. Sounds like thunder and is thus disquieting when I hear it.
One after another they fly over Coupeville smashing our peaceful existence
Thanks Navy for making our lives miserable
More than a dozen times today, flying east west over Coupeville absolutely
smashing our world
Loud
Three jets together harming all

I don’t think the noise will ever end. It’s infuriating...
Long slow rumble increasing to SO LOUD!!! Then a long slow decline in
noise. SO annoying and irritating! PLEASE STOP THIS INSIDIOUS NOISE.
THIS IS INFURIATING! Over and over again flyovers. SO disruptive to work
and personal activities.
So sick of the navy’s noise. I can’t believe this issue continues ... it’s been
going on for years now! How can this even be happening???
Directly overhead. Altitude 223 yards

Long and loud

8:12pm. LOUD jet noise echoing around. It goes on and on and on. Still
going on. Disrupts the TV show. Still going. Not a commercial jet.

TWO GROWLERS BANKING OVER NORTH LOPEZ!

P-8 altitude 205.5 yards

12:55pm. May 19. TWO Growlers clearly seen flying over Mud Bay, Lopez.
Heading SSE it seems. Why are they flying over us? Is this on their pattern,
or are they just fooling around.? I have NO TRUST in the Navy and their
intentions. NONE.

Continuing growler noise
Ongoing jets flying
Flyover

1:57pm, May 19. TOO MUCH NOISE!!! There is too much jet noise in the
skies. As if we are living next to I-5 and the constant roar of traffic.
Disturbed by the noise.

Flyover Formation of 3 growlers

What exactly did the residents of Coupeville do to deserve this terrorist
attack by the US Navy on our peace??

"Two occurrences -- 10:23 and 10:33 a.m.

I have counted exactly 18 jets separately flying over our home in Coupeville
since beginning at 8:54am today. Each time, screeching, screaming,
thundering, pounding and otherwise SMASHING our peace into oblivion. FU Navy

Double growler flyover with continuing noise from another location

Low rumbling for approx 5 min either side of the time stated.
Apparently heading to the Olympic Peninsula and points west."
Another day of wrecked peace and quiet in the town of Coupeville.
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Sick and tired of the M-F ALL DAY LONG onslaught of noise from these
selfish and inconsiderate b******s!!!!!!!!!!
Great... another day of horrible jet noise.
One after another... this horrible growler noise.
Deafening
9:03am. In an interior room w/ no windows, working on a project. I hear
loud & ongoing roar, clearly of a jet. Very long roaring, nor just a light plane.
A jet is too loud when it penetrates my home, particularly a room with no
exterior access. Lopez
S Lopez, 21 May, 2021, Fri: 9:02am - Crushing Screaming noise. Trying to go
for a walk. 90+ decibels outside. Another gigantic ROAR outside 83.8 dec. at
10:03am.
Jet noise from Ault field in Coupeville..... a perfectly beautiful, peaceful day
and the peace has been smashed.
So frustrated!
Very loud and disruptive
Yes, 11:31 pm on Monday 24 of May the Navy flew jets at OLF, disturbing
the sleep of thousands of residents so two flyers could practice?? It’s
unconscionable!!!
Here begins another weekday onslaught of deafening noise over Coupeville.
Thanks Navy, you SUCK.
Over Coupeville, in Town.

One hour and twenty min now of solid nonstop deafening noise from the
growler operation at OLF, why do us Coupeville citizens have to bear the
brunt of this situation?
Good GOD!!! Low and slow over Coupeville! Jeeeze!
So much noise!!!
So Sick of the noise!!! It’s awful and is taking a toll on my health.
A solid hour and fifteen minutes of Growler noise!!! It’s 9:15 pm.... this is
absolutely horrific!!
Too loud! Can’t hear my zoom meeting!
Trying to sleep here
Hey USN, I found that missing bolt from one of your aircraft, it went through
my roof. No, you can NOT have it back!
Our 10 year old daughter cannot go to bed, even though she has school
tomorrow. She is afraid the growler will crash into our home. Honestly, my
husband and I fear that as well. The growlers fly too close and too low over
family homes.
So loud we could not hear our tv—all windows were shut. Had to yell to
even call navy hotline.
The jets flew off and on and I was handling it rather well until 11 pm when I
was still lying in bed trying to sleep. We live in a rural setting where people
love to work and be outdoors. Being able to sleep is imperative.
Warm night, windows open. CANNOT SLEEP. Trying to recover from illness.
Does anyone ask the pilots how they feel about their assault on U.S.
citezens?
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"115 dB !!!! on Decibel X Pro app.
Flying W to E, directly over house. Eardrum pain!
And Naval Command continues to deny that there is anywhere else within
the millions of acres of land available to the military to conduct this
training. Pitiful."
Multiple noisy growlers flying. Hard to relax and have normal life with all
this noise!!

time to go away. Terrible jets. These are NOT QUIET ISLANDS. We live in a
WAR ZONE.
4:29pm. ANOTHER SCREAMING JET overhead. Is it the same one circling?
Or do they come in a parade? Sightseeing? You can tell I have NO TRUST in
the Navy.
3:35pm. 6/24. South Lopez. MORE ROARING OF JETS. The roaring
continues. What is the mission? Sightseeing? Why should I have any trust
in a navy that lies about the impact of the growlers?

Get your D*** Growler JETS OUT OF THE SKIES OVER LOPEZ ISLAND NOW!!
WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PAWNS IN YOUR D*** WAR GAMES!!! LEAVE
LOPEZ ISLAND IN PEACE!!!!

Keep Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington.

Low flying growler aircraft producing excessive noise and disrupting my
work

S Lopez, 24 Jun 2021, Thur: MORE OVERFLIGHTS!!!! 10:30am 87.6 dec,
11:55am 88.1 dec, 2:45pm 89.9 dec, 3:42pm 84.3 dec. Too painful to be
outside (or inside) while everything is shaking. We are collateral damage!
This is a WAR TRAINING ZONE.

Multiple low flying growler aircraft over my house disrupting activities
9:51am. I am inside, not looking outside because I am busy, but there is a
VERY LOUD jet noise rolling (thundering) right into my home. Quite likely a
Navy jet. This is not acceptable. It is too loud! South Lopez.
2:45pm. May 24. I have been out walking - a break from computer work and all I hear is jet roaring from NASWI. A low level head-achey noise and
pulsing throb.
3:05pm. May 24. We have been experiencing jet noise most of the day.
Right now, a roaring jet over us. TOO LOUD. I am tired of the Navy's lies
and tired of being ignored by Legislators who could have an impact.
4:27pm. SCREAMING Jet overhead. South Lopez. Now going into the
typical deep growling ROAR as it veers away. The roar that takes a long

Keep Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington.

Long, Low, and LOUD.
Low frequency noise, rumble style, coming from Ault Field. We're hearing it
over and over this morning ALL THE WAY IN COUPEVILLE!!!!
So loud that as I am trying sit outside to eat I have to wear my Pelitor ear
protectors (used to shield from noise as loud as gunfire) and I can STILL hear
them! This after late night flying assaulting our sleep as late as 11 pm.
Growler roaring over Aleck Bay
10:18pm. HUGE JET ROAR from NASWI
5:28pm. Loud jet roaring over South Lopez. NOT a commercial jet by the
sound of it.
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S Lopez, 24 May 2021, Mon: 8pm Low VIBRATING deep roars. Everything is
vibrating: the house, everything. More at 8:50pm, 9pm, 10:15pm. Larson
and Murray promised a Hush House for engine testing - another false
promise.
Heading West toward Olympic Forest.
Third time in the past 1.5 hours
Another day of peace smashing in the town of Coupeville

"Growlers flying today are extremely loud most of them between 115-120
decibels. I can't allow myself to be outdoors while they're flying. I have
measured them at 120 dbs. Please take note of this problem!!!
My god, enough already. It's been nonstop for hours now. People need to
go to sleep. My kids need to go to sleep.
My windows are shaking at 11:15 at night. My kids can't get to sleep. I have
a raging headache. What the hell is wrong with you people?

Low and fast with zero regard to the citizens below in Coupeville. You SUCK
navy

Attack! Low flying (150 feet) of a military helicopter directly over the
property - there is no sane reason for them to fly over civilian airspace !
This is bad bad bad!

Nearly 11pm in Anacortes and the sky is still shaking with grinding,
thundering roaring- coming in waves and palpable in the bones. Ugly, ugly
sounds. Not peaceful and hard to sleep. Navy torture sessions wrecking
any peace.

8:04pm. Hard day of work. We want to sit outside, enjoy some fresh air &
relax, & what do we hear? JET NOISE. Rumbling & roaring coming from
NASWI. Persistent thundering JET NOISE. We might as well live next to I-5 or
Sea Tac. Navy is a bad neighbor.

It is almost Midnight- and those war machines are still tearing it up,,, deep
awful shaking thunder, Anacortes

10:08am, S Lopez. SCREAMING and ROARING jet overhead. Disrupted my
concentration.

Well after 10 pm and the night sky to the south is devastated by what
sounds like recurrent rumbling , shaking, shuddering explosions. Horrid
sounds of navy Warcraft - ongoing. Anacortes - should be peaceful...

10:34am, May 25. Tremendously LOUD jet roaring over South Lopez. It is a
long deep roar, as if a train is moving right outside the front door.

Every 45 seconds for the last 7 hours!!
Jets flying low directly over Deception Pass, Fidalgo, Ala Spit, and then
South and west since this afternoon at close intervals. 10:20 pm and they're
still flying. Jet training like this is just incapable in the middle of all these
communities.

11:38am ANOTHER LOUD LOUD Jet over South Lopez
12:10pm, May 25. I don't know what that Growler is doing, but its roar is
long and echoing and rolling and rolling and rolling. Like a bowling ball
going down the alley, an alley that is a mile long. A deep guttural roar. S.
Lopez.
12:28pm May 25, ANOTHER LOUD JET roaring over S. Lopez.
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Navy noise since 930AM today. It is now 1130PM. Non stop. Truly horrible. I
have noticed a true increase in noise since they ended their "noise
monitoring". What a joke letting Navy monitor their own noise.
Started at 9 pm. Just returned from medical treatment in Seattle and have
no peace in my home.
This has gone on much too long.
Too loud for a peaceful evening indoors.
Can’t sleep with that going on. Neither can my kid. Too loud. Horrible noise.
It’s very late and hard to sleep with this level of noise.

More than three hours of this nonsense. I pity anyone who paid for peaceful
camping anywhere between Oak Harbor and the Quimper Peninsula this
evening. I used to not think about the navy one way or another. Now I think
they're a bunch of douchebags.
Two and a half hours of solid ear splitting noise now from OLF operations.
The navy is officially a terrorist organization.
Two hours and twelve min now of solid deafening noise from OLF
operations. How can we sleep????????
Un-freaking believable that 11:05 pm at night we are being subjected to this
level of noise

trying to enjoy a walk in the park, but no

P8 aircraft, over town in Coupeville. The navy’s strategy is to pummel the
citizens of Coupeville as punishment for opposing their expansion of
Growlers.

Disruptive, loud, late at night!

Low , fast and ridiculously loud. FU Navy

Too loud to sleep and it’s too late to not sleep. When will they stop? I’ve
bern waiting for hours.

Go F*** yourselves Navy!!!!!

what a lovely evening ruined

I couldn't even hear myself talking to my friend.

For an entire solid hour the growlers have smashed our peace and
tranquillity. They are flying at OLF

F*** you

Over and over again they smash Coupeville

Still past quiet hours.

One hour and thirty six min of insane noise from the growlers at OLF.

****s

This is the loudest we have heard jets in a very long time, flying low over
Ebey’s Reserve and downtown Coupeville. It is making it impossible to
sleep and nerve wracking due to coming in loud waves.

Municipal quiet hours in Port Townsend begin at 10 pm.
If I was playing loud music right now, my neighbors could call the cops.
Still past quiet hours.

I can hear the jets in my home, a loud ongoing long roar. They're flying at
the OLF tonight. It's horrible.
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In my home, just finished dinner and am setting down to write thank you
cards. The jets are at the OLF. I can hear them in my home... sounds of loud
roars, low wooshing sounds off and on as they circle the field, spewing their
pollutants and noise.

After a full day of echoing sinister thunder off and on, the back of my
Anacortes house is shuddering from the sounds of navy Warcraft. It is
palpable even if ambient noise is loud enough to drown it out- way too
loud. Horrid. 9pm- no peace here

The jets are at the OLF. I can hear them inside my home.... low rumbling,
ongoing wooshing with intermittent loud noise.

The navy has zero respect for civilian life. How could the jet noise get
LOUDER leading into 11:00pm at night on a WEDNESDAY working night.
Respect your civilians who pay your salary, cut your engines after a
reasonable hour on a weekday

Horrible jet noise inside my home!!! Windows closed!! Grating on my
nerves... Ear plugs don't help. Please stop this madness!!
Ongoing horrible growler jet, air and noise pollution coming from OLF in
Coupeville. They’re hammering us tonight!!!

Please make it stop, it has been nonstop rumbling for hours
Constant rumble at night

Round and round they go, making us all crazy in our homes! They’re flying
more frequently and later into the evening! I can’t sleep, my nerves are on
edge... how am I supposed to get up and go to work in the morning?

CONSTANT RUMBLE AMD VIBRATION FOR HOURS INTO A WEEKNIGHT THAT
CAN BE HEARD THROUGH BOTH WHITE NOISE MACHINES ON LOUD
VOLUME AND EAR PLUGS

Complete abuse by the Navy. SO sick of the noise/pollution and what it's
doing to me, my community and animals that we share this incredible area
with. Why is this OKAY!?!?!

Disturbed ability to make phone calls for my work as a hospice nurse.

It sounds like they’re circling over our house.... absolutely horrendous,
horrible noise the navy is subjecting us to. I’m mad as hell!!!
They started flying at the OLF at 8:05 this evening. It’s now 10:30 pm
subjecting us to ongoing extreme noise in our home for over TWO AND A
HALF HOURS!! It’s unacceptable that the navy would expect us to accept
their spewing noise and pollution.
After flying well past 11-12 last night- My day off work- at home in
Anacortes, already sounds like the world is exploding off to the south from
here- deeply rumbling, SHAKING my house before 9am. Horrid abuse of
Western Washington.

It’s almost 11pm and I’m trying to sleep, they are going to fly into early
morning, why?? This is horrible
Too loud, had to seek shelter indoors.
Constant, so loud it is impossible to sleep and no where to escape and I
have an early morning. It’s despicable the Navy can do this to the local
community.
It’s been a few hours now, even with earplugs in my body is shaking with
each pass and I can’t sleep or do anything.
Tonight's FCLPs are starting at OLF.
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Thought FCLPs at OLF were done tonight. Opened the windows and crawled
in bed with my book only to be jolted up & racing to close windows. Way
too loud with jets directly over our home. Wish they published times so we
would know when they're done.
Again, thought they were done with FCLPs at OLF, but no. Started up again.
Out of bed and rushing to close windows. Jets make life miserable.
92 flights just above the trees from 9 PM to 11 PM
Growlers are flying directly over our home. We are trying to get our 10 year
old to bed. She is afraid they will crash into our home and so are we. I can't
imagine what it is like for people and animals outside right now.
Almost constant...
Very loud and very late! Come on 10:30 at night?!?
"86.3 dB W to E over our house.
How can Naval Command continue to rely on the falsehood that there is no
other place available to conduct this training, no place where this training
would not harm U.S. citizens."
"96.6 dB on Decibel X Pro app.
NW to SE
Remember the early claims of Naval Command that the Growler is no
louder than the Prowler."

Really......assault upon U.S. citizens. Naval Command....no conscience....no
remorse."
Loud and low. So loud my two year old grandson covered his ears without
me saying anything. Visually saw the jet flying directly overhead. All
conversations stopped.
I can hear them very low rumble in the far distance. They must be flying
very far away but it is amazing how far the sound travels. I have heard
them in the distance the last few nights.
Crazy amount of loudness and ongoing racket.
Pass by was so loud it completely stopped outside conversation.
ITS Getting worse more fly overs - Its a war zone
NOW THEY HAVE TO FLY IN PAIRS DIISRUPTING any sense of privacy or
quiet
Crazy - They keep flying directly overhead! We are not on any flight path Crazy - airbase noise is constant. Was running late last night as well. HUSH
houses? WHy not be a good neighbor and mitigate the noise!
Send help. It has not stopped - I can't imagine ever buying a place near an
airport - but at least you knew what you were getting into. STOP THE
BULLYING

11:23. NO SLEEP!! USN ENEMY.....OF THE PEOPLE

YOU'VE GOT TO BE KIDDING! WHY CAPS? CAUSE THIS IS DRIVING ME NUTS WINDOWS SHAKING AND THIS IS A WELL BUILT HOUSE. I COUNTED 9
FLYOVERS ITHIS HOUR. WHICH MAKES US A VERY BUSY AIRPORT.

"Cannot sleep!!!,!,! :! ! ! !!! ! !,!,! : :!

Consistent noise well after 11 27

Another Pair Flying overhead - this is not their airspace - they have no rules,
no accountability, which makes it no better than Belarus!

10:36pm. Bursts of jet roaring noise from Whidbey. They are STILL running
their engines. Why is it necessary to do this at night?

Engine run up blasts. Rolling thunder for hours

10:59pm. S. Lopez. HUGE ROAR of jet activity from NASWI. Too nervous to
try to sleep, afraid this will go on a long time. It has been a HORRIBLE day of
jet noise abuse.

Direct flyovers and engine run up blasts. Double wammy. Peace time
wartime life
This constant run up roar has gone on all day and now all night wave after
wave of shattering noise
"Other military helicopters also
It’s pretty much a continuous war zone most all day without bombs falling
on her head"
This is crazy...this late at night
Directly overhead - WE ARE NOT THE NAVY'S training grounds
Low flying growler aircraft

11:02pm. The jet roaring continues from NASWO. Another huge roar. S.
Lopez.
11:07pm. I am tired of reporting this. It is LATE NIGHT and we are being
bombed by jet noise from NASWI. Like right now. South end Lopez.
10:06pm. May 26. S Lopez. CONTINUED RUMBLING from NASWI. WHY is it
necessary to be disrupting the quiet of the late evening with roaring jets?
What is the purpose?
8:07 pm. Just came in from a walk cut short by jet noise. The rumbling of
jet engine activity permeates the air. It is annoying and headache-causing.
South Lopez.

Two black hawk helicopters went right over our house and shook our
windows. We also had loud aircraft earlier today in the late morning or
early afternoon, but it was not as loud as this. This was LOUD!!!

11:02 am CONTINUING Rumbling and vibrating roar from NASWI. S Lopez.

5:02pm. There is jet noise EVERYWHERE!!!! It is making me mad! All I hear
is ROARING!!!!

11:44am, May 26. BIG JET ROAR.

11:38 am CONTINUING Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez.
9:20pm, May 26. It is the end of the day. All evening we have been hearing
the noise from NASWI. Thunder, rolling roaring noise. I cannot imagine
what the folks on Whidbey must be hearing, if we are just hearing the noise
from a distance. S. Lopez

11:17am. S. Lopez. Persistent jet roaring noise in the skies.

12:37pm. jet noise in the skies. Distracting, irritating. Rolling, rumbling
roaring noise!!!!!
12:54pm. SCREAMING JET OVERHEAD. S. Lopez.
SCREEEEEEEEEEAMMMMMMIIIINNNNGGGGGGGGG
1:15pm, May 26 LOUD jet rolling and roaring over S Lopez. LOUD!!!!!
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2:01PM. May 26. LOUD LOUD LOUD JET over South Lopez. It just keeps
roaring. The excessive jet noise has been going on all day. We live in a WAR
ZONE!

10:20 am CONTINUING Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez.

4:35pm, May 26. More roaring of jets, South Lopez.

10:33 am CONTINUING Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez.

4:39pm, May 26. The jet roaring has continued. It is very irritating. The
sound is like Bombs being dropped. A lot of thuds.

11:13 am CONTINUING Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez. I am trying to
participate in a ZOOM with a client and the thundering jet activity is
annoying.

4:42pm. Now we have a very loud jet over South Lopez. The roaring
weaves in and out, as if the jet is making turns. It is very annoying and
disconcerting. The noise, as I write, just keeps going and going. The noise
echoing in the skies.
4:55pm. May 26. It sounds like there is a race track in the sky for the jets to
run around. There is noise coming from all sides. Just to get some peace I
may have to close the doors and windows. That is how the Navy requires us
to live: CLOSED UP.

10:30 am CONTINUING Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez.

11:24 am CONTINUING Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez.
11:27 am CONTINUING Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez.
It is 11:33am, May 26. The morning has brought us persistent jet noise,
rumbling, roaring and vibrations from waves of jet engine activity. The
noise in the skies is like rolling thunder right now.
11:55am CONTINUING Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez.

5:32pm. LOUD LOUD deep droning of a jet over South Lopez.

11:59am. May 26. Tremendous rumbling and vibrating roar from NASWI.
Felt it in the floor and in my body. The pressure from this wave of noise is
scary.

9:01am. Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez.

12:06 rumbling vibration.

9:33am. AGAIN Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez.

12:23am S Lopez. More roaring jet rumbling. A painful morning.

9:43am. AGAIN AGAIN Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez. I see this is
going to be what the morning looks like, if not the day. I will start recording
each time.

1:02pm. RUMBLING ROARING VIBRATING WALL OF NOISE from NASWI.
BAD NEIGHBOR

5:04pm. LOUD LOUD Jet roaring over South Lopez right now.

Rumbling vibrating jet noise.
10:15 am CONTINUING Rumbling roar from NASWI. S Lopez.

1:50pm ANOTHER LOUD RUMBLING VIBRATING ROAR FROM NASWI
2:27pm RUMBLING VIBRATING JET NOISE S Lopez
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2:42pm. May 26. THE BOMBING CONTINUES. ANOTHER ROARING
VIBRATING WALL OF JET NOISE HITS OUR HOME. ALL DAY, SO FAR.
3:01pm. May 26. AGAIN. Another LOUD RUMBLING VIBRATING JET ROAR
from NASWI. The ROAR takes up all of the sound in our home. Disgusted
with the Navy. BAD NEIGHBORS.

Quiet hours in the campground begin at 10 pm. You are in violation of
curfew. Is the navy an enforcer of law or a criminal? Right now, it's the
second.
I could use $10,867. After all, it's partly my money and I don't like to hear it
being wasted.

3:06pm, May 26. ANOTHER RUMBLING JET ROAR. WHAT IS GOING ON?
JUST LIGHTING UP THE ENGINES? TAKING OFF? WHATEVER IT IS, IT HAS
BEEN CONSTANT TODAY. The Navy is an environmental PEST.

F*** you, navy

after enduring the extremely disruptive noise all day yesterday until almost
midnight, evidently we have to do it again today. This is so very wrong. The
navy needs to go back to nevada where no one lives and they are not
wrecking so many lives.

sitting here reading and enjoying the sound of the rain and then these
F***wits start up with their war games

S Lopez, 26 May 2021, Wed: 9:am - 10:31am. No FCLP's sched at Ault. This
sounds like FCLP's. Another hideous noise day at home. I left and came
back in the evening - Still roaring. Roaring finally ended after 11pm. We are
collateral damage.

Here we go again

what great neighbors the navy must be to the people of whidbey, given
what d***s they are to us across the water. thing is, i didn't buy a house
next to a naval station--the navy is bringing it to me. at least the people of
whidbey chose for themselv

Started at 9:48 and lasted till 9:56

After an absolutely horrific night of terrorizing jet noise last night, till
11:32pm, we get hit first thing this morning. The navy has lost all sense of
decency.

I want to sleep now! Not listen to planes.

We are being terrorized in Coupeville, absolutely terrorized

If the noise is annoyingly loud inside my house, then how are the wild
animals in this paradise we live in able to sleep when they have no shelter
to buffer the noise?

More and more over Coupeville.

Ongoing jet noise that is way too loud at Coupeville... and then something
that was so loud it was scary. Like right over our heads???

"Over Coupeville again
"Continuation of the onslaught that Coupeville has endured for days now.
We are slammed each and every day M-F, without exception. This domestic
terrorism must stop.
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The 8th fly over of Coupeville, headed west. Absolutely smashing the sky.
It’s not just a momentary disruption, it causes anxiety and stress big time.

Floor is vibrating- can I say I hate this? I do."
So loud we can’t hear our tv with windows closed

The jets have been roaring over Coupeville for hours. Its 10:50pm now and
we want to sleep. Please at least fly during reasonable hours.

Every day is torture.

Ongoing disruptions throughout today... too many to report each and every
time!! From extreme loudness to wooshing, annoying sudden loud
rumbling. The noise is not conducive to work productivity. My shoulders are
tense & concentration is minimized.

" The first pass by my house at about 9:45 pm was the loudest but I did not
have my meter out. Subsequent average of 70.5 db and incident noise at
higher dB 91.1. Too much for our neighborhood and not an example of our
Navy as good neighbors.

We got hammered yesterday... flying till 11:30 last night, now we’re getting
hammered today. It’s absolutely uncalled for!!

10:30pm and still going?!? This is excessive. Night flights are so disruptive to
civilian life.

Such wracking, wrecking deep thunderous shaking of the heavens from the
south- hard flying over Whidbey shaking the back of my Anacortes home.
Wrecking the peace. 11:15am. Can't wait to drive away from here to camp
in Eastern Washington.

Deep rumbling, can’t sleep because if it

very loud growler overhead

3 Separate fly overs of Lopez Island. Aircraft Visible. Not just "hearing them"

Multiple exceptionally low fly overs causing disruption to sleep in my
toddler.

Flying over Lopez Visual -

Almost 11pm, and they fly so low, hard to sleep
Late night, low-altitude, and crushing noise pollution from USN aircraft is
horrific!
Rumbling house, can’t sleep, deafening loud inside with earplugs in, going
since 930pm. It’s absolutely debilitating

Noise is preventing me from sleeping!
Trying to sleep. Noise prevents this.

Fly over Lopez - what flight path? They go wherever they want.
Warming their engines on a cold night to ruin it for the rest of the
population. Get a hush house!
Trying to get some rest, fat chance with the Navy flying all day

"Decibels over 81+ in house-

So, it was all night two nights ago, then all night last night, now all morning.
I sincerely hope whoever decided this was a good idea lives right under the
flight path themselves- though I doubt they do.

Flew also between 8-11:30 PM on May 24 & 26 with readings over 80.

Jets flying directly overhead, roaring around and around. Horrible noise.
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Nearly constant low rumble from the south combined with direct,
extremely loud overflights. The same yesterday - the noise went on until
well after 10 pm last night. Stressful and disruptive.

10:43am May 27. Here comes ANOTHER jet. This seems to me to be a
violation of the flight patterns. Lopez is NOT a tourist destination for sightseeing pilots.

All morning LOUD GROWLERS OVERHEAD!

11:16am. May 27, S Lopez. LOUD jet roaring over S Lopez. Seems to be
heading north by the sound of it, but there is cloud cover.

Military jets continuing to roar around directly overhead and nearby. This is
dreadful, horrible noise.
So loud we had to cancel our meeting
Growlers overhead all day!!!
Get your d*** JETS out of Lopez Island Airspace!; WE NEVER AGREED TO BE
PAWNS IN YOUR D*** WAR GAMES!! Leave us ALONE!!
Multiple low flying growler aircraft disturbing my work.
Low level growler aircraft
Multiple low flying growler aircraft
Multiple low flying growlers disrupting my work and home.
Low flight over my house Interrupted a zoom meeting
10:11am, May 27. LOUD JET over South Lopez.
10:36am. May 27 LOUD screaming jet over South Lopez. Thought it was
going to land on my roof.
10:37am, May 27. Here comes ANOTHER SCREAMING jet over South Lopez.
What is this? Did the one a minute before decide to circle again, or are they
following each other? Games over Lopez? The roar is deep and prolonged
now. GO AWAY!

11:22am. May 27. The Navy is VIOLATING its flight paths. AGAIN we have
a growler over head, crossing South Lopez.
11:28am. May 27. Growler directly over my home, Mud Bay, flying from the
west to the east. LOW, below clouds. SCREAMING. I saw it turning toward
Ault. THIS IS ABUSE.
1:03pm, 5/27. Heard this jet coming, now it is closer. The distant roar has
turned into a screaming roar. Now the rolling roar & echo off the water/hills
makes me think the jet is turning to go down to NASWI. Cloud cover, so
cannot see it. HEAR IT!
3:05pm, May 27. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet roaring over South Lopez. It is to
the south of my home, but the roar is like rolling thunder into my home.
3:23pm. May 27. S. LOPEZ. WHY ARE JETS FLYING OVER SOUTH LOPEZ
TODAY? RIGHT NOW THERE IS A LOUD LOUD LOUD JET OVER SOUTH LOPEZ.
APPEARS TO BE FLYING EASTERLY.
4pm, 5/27, We have really been targeted today. South Lopez. Right now, a
screaming jet over us. Can't see due to cloud cover, but the noise indicates
it is coming from west-ish and going north east-ish. SO LOUD. Overwhelms
the TV sound.
still here. still going to report. every. single. time.
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S Lopez, 27 May 2021, Thur: 3:30pm Deafening ROAR, 95 + decibels outside,
overhead. Actually painful. When our Government allows this to happen in
our homes year after year after year . . . . this is torture. . . plain and
simple . . . torture.
Disturbed our dinner

5/28/21: Lopez Village. Growler flying LOUD over Lopez Village...way way
way out of any flight path. Heading south.
"Unending sound overhead, moving around and not landing. NB: Last night,
this was happening continually around and after midnight! UGH!!
If you want to reach me, l*****@gmail.com

Just another day of agonizing jet noise over Coupeville. Will we have to
build soundproof pods in our homes to sleep or escape? It's TERRORISM!!!!

Thank you"

Loud wishing noises coming from OLF... so loud and frustrating inside my
home.

Naval station Whidbey Island Sucking the life out of me and destroyed my
life dreams

Hazardous noise levels!

I am undergoing chemotherapy. Trying to relax. I need to close my
windows. They started at 9 pm. This is ridiculous

"Growler noise From Noon until 12:10. I measured the dBs. Average dB 75
with peak noises as high as 97.8 dBs. The noise is even louder than at 10 pm
last night. Too loud for residential living.

Too loud. Our house is well insulated. We should not have to be pummeled
by this noise.

I am wearing Bose noise-cancelling headphones and I can still hear the jets
very loudly through them. Adds insult to injury considering they were flying
until way after the bars closed and then are back at it barely after I've had
my coffee. ENOUGH!
Really load carrier practice today. Drove me indoors and into noise
cancelling headphones. Please stop!!!!
Very loud, rumble traveling through entire house. Has been going on off and
on. Most of the day and wa slate last night as well.
Direct fly over. No permission was ever asked. Why do they get to trespass?
May 28. 11:44am. Dill Rd. Lopez. Growler jet roaring over the center of
Lopez. On my bike. Startles me.

Not again!! It's bedtime, you know. This is really obnoxious.
Constant abuse
So my choices are to sit outside on this lovely evening, get some air, and
listen to the birds, only to have that ruined by the sounds of war, or shut
myself inside, close all the windows, and roast. This is "freedom." F*** the
US Navy.
STOP!
I'd like to see statistics on these reports.
go away! far away! and don't come back here ... stop torturing residential
neighborhoods
"EXTREMELY LOUD NOW + EMF'S ARE BUZZING MY ENTIRE BODY
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STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP
STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP
STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP STOP "
Distressing and disrespectful flying this time of night. Constantly berated
here in Coupeville by the GD Navy
A long, slow, disruptive, loud, annoying noise in my home from a growler.
So sick of the navy spewing their noise and pollution over my home and in
this beautiful region.
It’s bedtime for many people right now including us. We have a white noise
machine with stereo to attempt to block but can still hear. Very annoying!
Disrupting sleep
Jets appeared in the middle of a FaceTime call. It’s been a warm day so I
had my windows open. Had to interrupt to close all the windows open to
continue conversation on FaceTime.
I have the window open because it so hot and the growlers came, hurt my
ears. Wish they would go away
Are they ever gonna stop?
I have the window open and it makes it impossible to sleep. They need to
stop
Getting ready to go to bed and changed my mind when the jets showed up.
Having to suspend outdoor activity and seek shelter indoors on an
otherwise beautiful summer day.
Very loud. The house shook.

Beautiful, sunny, warm day here, but we now have to go in and close up
doors and windows while the Navy does FCLPs at OLF. It is too warm to be
locked inside with windows and doors closed. Noise is deafening right over
our house.
Heading back inside. Next session of FCLPs at OLF. Hardest part is never
knowing when they're going to start and when they're going to end. The
schedule they post is so vague and subject to interpretation, it is basically
useless.
Trying to practice for upcoming music event. Can't hear myself play. Starting
new session of FCLPs at OLF. Time to close all the windows and doors on
this glorious warm evening. So sad!
Thought they were done for the night. Nope. Out of bed to close the
windows. New session of FCLPs at OLF. Going to be a long, hot night.
Growlers started flying at 4pm 6/1/21. At 4:05 measured at 98.8dBs. Too
Loud.
Growlers started flying at 9pm 6/1/21. Very Loud at 9:05 measured at 101.1
dBs. Too loud for a community. Average dBs from 9 to 10 pm 75.1. Those
peak noise levels are hard to bare!
Another beautiful day blighted by insanely loud growler practice at OLF
NO SLEEP AGAIN. NOISE ORDINANCES THAT EVERYONE MUST ABIDE
BY.......EXCEPT NAVAL COMMAND. Why?
Really loud and disturbing noise level this morning
I noticed the sound about 8:50pm, probably already had been going for
awhile. It still is going as I write, 10:01pm. It is a continuous rumble, a bit
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like the props of a propeller. The fact that it is continuous and unending
reminds me of growlers.

You can’t hear the westerlies or the summer frogs
What are we doing to are world"

This noise has been going for at least three hours straight! It's unending,
there are no breaks at all! I moved to South Whidbey to get away from this
horrible sound that is like nails on a chalkboard. Please make it stop!

It's a beautiful day, and we have to listen to this?!?

Windows closed, earplugs in and they are still keeping me up. I know they
are flying in the distance so they must be very loud somewhere else.

"sure, wait til it's time to TRY to sleep and fly those f'ers

Altitude approximately 340 yards
Jets appeared in the middle of a FaceTime call. It’s been a warm day and i
had my windows open. Had to interrupt my call so i can close all the
windows i had open to continue my conversation on FaceTime.
Weather warm and can't relax with disruptive noise I have to close
windows to sleep. Do people's lives matter anymore?
It’s after 11 pm…are we allowed to sleep
Direct Flyovers
Flyovers
Double growler flyover
Flyovers going on and on tonight
Continuing flyovers and engine noise

"The wild animals need peace and quiet to sleep and so do the humans.

CAN'T SLEEP "
10:10p.m.. persistent loud aircraft noise interrupting my sleep.
exhausting ... constant vibration ... unable to focus at work
Another afternoon spoiled.
even louder than the constant wind. and way more expensive.
F*** you
I am beyond words. 8:34 am and they are bouncing at the OLF.
A perfectly beautiful and tranquil morning in Coupeville smashed by the
navy’s growlers.
Intermittent noise, from low rumbles to extremely loud going on from
growlers at OLF for almost two hours. I'm in my home attempting to work.
Concentration due to noise is at a low.

Growlers still disturbing the peace

Unbelievable noise, you can only understand if you’re here experiencing it.
It is terrifying, nerve grating and incredibly annoying. There hammering us
again today.

"Endless abuse of of US Navy on my community and thousands of other’s

A peaceful evening interrupted AGAIN by the navy growlers.

Engine noise all night
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Let’s see it’s 10pm now ... wondering how late they’ll fly tonight? Can’t go
to sleep because of the navy’s growler noise.. yet again!!!!

Just when you think it is safe to go back outside, they start up again.
Another session of FCLPs at OLF.

Over an hour and a half since the noise began, again, this evening. Loud
intermittent wooshing and ear pounding noise coming from OLF. This
situation is so terribly frustrating.

Here we go again. More FCLPs at OLF.

Cease and desist. It’s bedtime for most people. Intolerable for us and for
our fellow animals.
Off the charts, 130 db...20 feet over my house. Insane...
3rd time they have flown today. Will we ever get a break??
The windows are open because it’s hot and they just flew really low. They
need to stop, it’s hurts my ears when I’m INSIDE the house
Can’t even hear each other talk inside. Children are in school right now. It’s
not the time to be flying.
Too loud (and dangerous) to be out outdoors!
Jets went late last night and now starting FCLPs at OLF this morning. No
peace for the weary. No coffee on the deck on this beautiful, warm sunny
morning.
Next set of FCLPs starting at OLF. It is usually so peaceful and quiet here in
Admirals Cove that when the jets fly it is a bone rattling, mind numbing
contrast. Definitely got to move when we can find a more consistently
peaceful spot.
Time to head back inside on this glorious spring day as the jets begin FCLPs
at OLF. Too loud to be outside, too loud to be inside, nowhere to get away
from this noise.

Was asleep in bed with windows open thinking jets had finished for the
night, but oh, no, here they are again. New set of FCLPs at OLF. Again walls
shaking, windows rattling, and heart pounding.
Acoustic assault!
Growler noise overwhelms sound from an approaching vehicle at risk for
pedestrians..
Jets come every few minutes—so loud that all we can do is stop and protect
our ears—no working in yard, no tv, no conversations—just huddled up
until they quit
On our walk today the passes the growlers flew over Ledgewood Beach
were very hard on our ears. Please re site these noisy jets
97.8 db using Decibel X app inside second story of my home.
Jets flying low over Race Lagoon. Decibel levels reaching mid 80s inside the
home (windows closed), well over 100 outside. It's making working from
home very difficult, especially as they started at 8:30am & will fly
intermittently until late night.
Too loud for location where people live. You have got to move this
somewhere remote
Two jets very loud and low right over my house. Way out of their flight
path just to go over homes and rattle the nerves of home owners?
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Loud over house- zig zapping around - not doing touch and goes- just flying
around- then back across the water to Coupeville to do touch and go. Have
had many not flying in the pattern for touch and goes- just flying wherever.
"83 dB per Decibel X Pro app over house, W to E.
Great sunny morning then the Growlers ruined it all with obnoxious level of
noise. Find a place away from people trying to live there lives to do this!!!!
Give us a break all day of hell from noisy Growlers. Did you have any
requirements on noise when you specified these jets. They can quiet down
large commercial planes why not military??????
I'm 12 miles from Ault field and can hear planes clearly when they take off
from inside my house. Planes are often so far away they can barely be seen,
or not seen, yet still are extremely loud- compared to a jet I can clearly see
but can't hear.

I am a registered nurse and need to be awake very early in the morning.
This is unconscionable!
This is insane. It is after 11pm. This unbearable and completely disruptive
and toxic noise makes no sense. Please take your operation to a place that
is not populated with people and endangered wildlife and nature.
It’s past civilian bedtime. Jet engines still roaring
June 2. 1:15pm. Lopez Sound Rd. Roaring growler jet over head.
Thunderous.
June 2. Around 1:07pm. Hunter Bay Rd. Growler jet roaring overhead.
Scary.
June 2, 11:08am. S. Lopez. SCREAMING LOUD ROARING GROWLER. The
roar just goes on and on.

Flights solid and loud. They have been flying since 8:30 am so loud I could
not hear my zoom meeting. Now it is 10pm at night and still flying so loud I
can not sleep.

June 2. Morning. Loud and deep Growler jet roar. South Lopez.

It's now 2:44 and has been pretty much non stop since 8:30 this morning.
Planes are flying way out over saratoga passage. Noise is heard loudly and
rumbling from inside my home to the extent I have a headache.

9:36am, June 2. Mud Bay, Lopez. LOUD growler jet. I was outside and the
roar was DEAFENING.

Barely above 500 feet

June 2. 5:32 pm. Outside trying to relax. And what do we hear? LOUD JETS
roaring. South Lopez. Thundering noise.

Woke us up
Constant noise that is disrupting sleep.
Hello, I have been awakened for the third night in a row by an unbelievable
level of noise and rumbling over my house. It is after 10pm on a weeknight,

9:41pm. S. Lopez. June 2. Thinking I could sleep. Impossible. There is
roaring thunder from NASWI.

5:36pm. June 2. So lucky we came inside a minute ago. Our home is filled
with screaming and roaring Growler jet noise. If we had been outside it
would have been HORRIBLE. As it is, inside, we cannot hear anything else
but jet roaring. S Lopez.
Cape St Mary area, Lopez Is, WA.
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Single growler traveling roughly west to east. Could not escape the decibel
level.
S Lopez, 2 June 2021, Wed: 9:34am 65 dec inside, 10:17am 82.9 dec inside,
1pm, 82.5 dec inside. These were all overfights. The last two were
extremely loud inside and 10 decibels louder outside. House shaking!

Home from a long day at work- loud rumbling noise heard from inside my
home. It's difficult to fall asleep with the loud whooshing noise rising and
falling. Planes doing there touch and goes on the west side of Whidbey- can
barely see them- sooo loud
Disrupted sleep

It’s not mid morning. It’s 8:30am. They flew late last night too. They need to
stop and be more accurate with the times they will fly.

"I am trying to sleep. way too loud with growlers flying for that. they should
use growlers instead of water boarding

"Thunderous abusive Noise

Everyone in my house is so tired this week. Late night flights not allowing
anyone to sleep. Earlier today we almost quit preschool for the day due to
the flight noise.

We are now in a war zone
The endless proxies for war"
We have had constant rumbling noise for the last 2 days starting before 9
am until almost midnight. This has never gone on for all day until now. It is
bad enough when it’s late at night but now all morning, too?
In line for ferry in Port Townsend, unbelievable noise emanating from the
OLF operations. These people in PT did nothing to deserve this onslaught of
racket coming from the Navy. It’s terrorizing, plain and simple.
This has been going on for days now. Please stop.
Enough already!!!!
Wow! And I thought Coupeville was bad! Jets adjacent to Port Townsend!?
That was annoying!
Disrupts sleep
Medical? Helicopter..low flying

"They don't even follow a flight pattern anymore...I think buzzing houses is
what they are training for
P-8 800 feet
P-8 800+ feet
Run up blasts continuing all day. With loud waves every 30 seconds or so
Obnoxious rumble that penetrates the house. There is no escaping it.
10:46am, 6/3. South Lopez. This must be the jet roar that will never stop.
Growler overhead and it must be wandering around. The roar is unceasing.
On and on and on and on. What is that #$%^&*@#$% pilot doing? Sightseeing?
11:28am. Just stepped outside for some fresh air in between jobs, and all I
hear is the thunder of growler jets to the south.Seems that is all we hear on
South Lopez...jet thunder. The Growlers are the WRONG jet for this
populated area.Came inside.
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6 growler jet flyovers...one after another.

horrible that you do not care about the health and well being of all
residents ... body and brain buzzing from the EMF's ... shame on all of you

They aren’t supposed to be flying today
Loud enough to blank at the wildlife in our fourth around us
Too loud, too low (again)
Unable to sleep due to continuous jet noise. Unacceptable.
Been all day and some nights this whole week
it's not enough to be bombarded with terrorizing noise during the week,
now we get it on a Saturday! YOU SUCK NAVY

Shouldn't the navy be dumping oil in the water or something equally
polluting but more quiet?
Awakening us as usual by shattering our peaceful life in Coupeville

Jet noise on a Saturday morning, how nice. Thank you Navy for utterly
destroying any semblance of peace that we may be attempting to enjoy on
our properties.
Weekends are no longer off limits it seems.
Constant rumble for more than ten minutes. It sucks all life out of the
forest.
Who are protecting?
I need my sleep as I have a chemotherapy treatment tomorrow. That is
stressful in itself. Hearing these jets is totally unacceptable and distressing
People are winding down now, wanting to relax and go to sleep. But this is
not to be. The Navy feels it has to run its $45,000 an hour jets at maximum
speed in an area that ought to be peaceful and quiet.
Reallly? Trying to sleep here. Thanks for the consideration.
Please let us go to sleep.
So loud while playing golf you couldn't hear the people you were playing
with. If Whidbey wants the base then keep the jets up there not 15-20 miles
south.

F-OFF NAVY~!!!!!!
Another otherwise peaceful morning ruined by the jets.
My windows rattling for over 30 seconds...
Working.... noisy jet flying over. Disrupted work-flow.
Flyover in Coupeville, rattling house, dishes and windows.
Another flyover, another house vibration and disruption.
Rippin' over Coupeville - loud, long noise trail.
Another night of horrific noise.
It’s been over an hour of loud jets again. And I am trying to get some sleep.
My heart is racing and blood pressure is up due to this intrusion of visceral
noise. This is so painful.
They can do whatever they want. There needs to be limitations. Since there
are more people living here, they need to be more accommodating.
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I read a post of Facebook about the noise. And lime everyone on here just
says “move” or the “navy was here first”, yes but it isn’t always possible to
move, especially with the housing right now. Yes the navy was here first,
but that doesn’t mean

"Extended time frame -- from 3:25 through 3:37+ p.m.

Time to turn off the TV and close up the windows and doors. FCLPs are
starting at OLF. Going to be a late night.

"Endless shattering war energy from are declining empire.

A nice 20 minute respite, but now they are back with another session of
FCLPs at OLF.

The length of the noise was what was disturbing. It just went on and on and
on. If they are just flying over, why does the noise last for what seems like
30 mins or more? The time stated above is an approximation.

Starting another session of FCLPs at OLF. We have lives and need our sleep.
This is just not acceptable. It was not like this before the expansion.
Miserable now.

Di hear the Growlers at night now which is disruptive and something that
should not be happening.

stop strafing kiket island.

"It's too late in the evening for this annoying disturbance! I heard that you
fly over us because you don't want to disturb the Navy families living on
Whidbey Island. There is no excuse for that.

Flew early and hard to work from home. Now started to fly late at night and
it is loud throughout the house. All 5 in house have trouble sleeping
because of the jets. Two are infants.
Jet noise shook our windows and objects on desk at work
In a remote region in the Hoh River region five miles inland from the coast
at 3100 feet altitude, jet noise stopped conversations as we hiked. Even
louder than a logging site!
Over Forks. Circling overhead from about 9:30 pm to nearly midnight. Could
not get to sleep.
I worked a 15 hour day today and the only thing I want to do is go to sleep.
But at 10 pm when I finally get to move toward bed the Growlers started
up, rumbling and roaring back and forth. Last night they flew until after
11:30 pm - same tonight?

from Whidbey toward the Olympic National Park"
Who protecting who

The noise of the planes is very disruptive. It's hard to focus on other things.
Cannot go to sleep when these planes are flying late at night. Could they
stop a bit earlier? Thx.
F*** GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F***
GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F***
GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F***
GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS F*** GROWLERS
Smashing the peace in Coupeville 8:54 am.
Looooooong slooooooow LOUD engine growl from Jet over Coupeville.....
mind numbing, nerve grating.
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Another looooong, slooow and LOUD jet over Coupeville, rattling windows
and nerves.
House rattling from the jet noise. Loong slow jet noise over Coupeville.
The noise keeps going and going... it's horrible. 9:50pm.

Cannot Sleep. What the hell is wrong with Naval Command,???
Again flying late at night disturbing sleep to the entire household.
Still flying. My pit bull dog is shaking and cowering at the bottom of my
chair. She shakes every time they do a blast.

People who don’t live here have no idea what it’s like to live under these
jets. Growlers have destroyed the peace and quiet that was once known in
Coupeville.

Had to stop conversation until noise diminished several times.

Over and over again, flights over Coupeville.
Another night of ear splitting jet noise in Coupeville.

Over Forks, WA and so low, easily saw the pair. Probably 5-7000 feet. Set off
car alarm, sounded like bombs about to be released. Very scary and far too
low. Need to practice far from civilians and wilderness areas.

9:45 pm and the jets are at it at the OLF. It's so d*** noisy and irritating!!
This is madness!!

Just above 700+ feet, 3 within 30 seconds of each other, fast and loud
enough to cause ear pain.

11:29 pm in Coupeville ... the Growlers are still flying bombarding us with
their toxic noise.
It’s almost midnight for crying out loud. Go to sleep keys. We are not at war

They are continuing to fly over Forks and ONP but this was another very low
pass with after burners full thrust and full noise like when they take off or
try to evade detection. Could not talk with my friend standing next to me on
my deck

Another late night as FCLPs start at OLF.

VERY FAST SCREAMING LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD

Starting another session of FCLPs at OLF.
A few moments of peace but now back for more.
too loud to enjoy the inside of my house. at 9:30 they flew directly
overhead.
11:31 p.m. cannot sleep! The USN assault on the citizens is criminal!
10:56 PM. CANNOT SLEEP …… THE ENEMY WITHIN !!!

2nd plane to fly over within last 20 minutes or so.

8pm. June 8. Lopez Village. LOUD LOUD LOUD Growler flying toward the
south/southwest over Lopez Village. With friends outside and the noise
was deafening. Conversation stopped. This was an abusive flight,
apparently off any flight path. SCREAMING!
Low flying growler aircraft
Periodically today - and right now - deep jet noise rumbling . Startles me
and I wonder if it is thunder and a storm coming?? South Lopez.
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Coupeville, extremely loud 10:04 am

Extremely loud flyover to olf over downtown Coupeville

Coupeville... extremely loud overflight 10:07 am.

Trying to get to bed. It’s like living in a war zone. Peace, what peace?

Coupeville 5:52 Long slow loud jet noise over town.

Disturbing my sleep again. I have two noise machines running in the house
and I can still hear them. This is disturbing the peace of an otherwise idyllic
neighborhood. This is our retirement property and do not like being
intruded upon in this way.

Coupeville 10:08 pm.
Extremely loud. Coupeville 10:15 pm
Why are these flights happening so often and so long in duration? Very loud
at times and disturbing.

Huge noise just came through the house. Shaking windows and walls. They
fly too low and too late. Again we are not at war, no reason for this. I’m
trying to sleep

Wow, you're breaking all the noise rules for after 10pm. City of Port
Townsend. Who do you guys think you are?

Here we go. Another night of hellish noise.

I'm about to go to sleep and now must wait till all the planes are done flying
around. Why wait till bedtime to fly these planes by residential areas? I
have a meeting tomorrow.
The noise from the planes kept my child awake! This is after I turned on
white noise to disguise the sound! It was incredibly irksome, and greatly
impacted our quality of life.
Where can I move to not have to listen to the military-industrial complex?
F*** off already
municipal quiet hours begin at 2200. it is now 2323.
Coupeville has become the epicenter of peace smashing noise from the
Navy. They simply do not care at all about our rights to peaceful existence.
Another day of flyovers from the growlers. Noise, house rattles and mind
numbing.

Growlers still going. Had an exhausting day. Going to try to bury my head
under the pillows to try to get some sleep.
Been non stop for days in the middle of the night. This is brutal and
inhumane.
It’s late at night and can’t sleep. Have an early shift for the hospital :( so
loud and why do they need go fly so often and late.
Really loud with multiple flights disturbing the night. I really need to get
some sleep and that is impossible with this racket.
11:36am, June 9. SUDDEN LOUD JET ROAR. Deep and penetrating, now it
continues. South Lopez. Startled me and I lost my concentration on my
work.
When the house shakes I know the jets are too loud. Why! Can you not train
AWAY from the residential areas? We are on the middle of Camano Island
and last night was the worst ever!!
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2:13pm LOUD JET NOISE IN THE SKIES OF SOUTH LOPEZ. IRRITATED.
CONSTANT THUNDER.
12:59pm June 9. First the screaming then the roar ....now the deep rolling
ongoing roar. LOUD JET ROARING OVER SOUTH LOPEZ. I am in the
trees...noise seems to go from South west to North. DISRUPTIVE. What is
the purpose?
1:28pm. June 9. SCREAMING and ROARING jet overhead. TOO LOUD. S.
Lopez.
4pm. S. Lopez. Growler overhead, coming from Southwest, heading west.
SO LOUD IT BLOCKED CONVERSATION. I COULD NOT HEAR WHAT MY
HUSBAND WAS SAYING. THE ROAR WAS DEAFENING, AND
UNFORTUNATELY WE WERE OUTSIDE. THIS IS ABUSE.
5pm. June 9. ANOTHER ROARING JET NOISE INVADES OUR HOME. The
growler is the wrong jet for this region. Period.
Single growler traveling roughly from west to east. Very disruptive
S Lopez, Wed, Jun 9, 2021: 3:55pm - Overflight, 90 decibels inside the house.
Over the top loud. Torture is what this is called.

The extreme noise continues... 10:28 At night.
I think the noise has finally ended... 11:24pm
Heading west over Olympic Peninsula
Extremely loud and disturbing downtown Port Townsend
Too loud. Always too loud. Just send the flyers over the naval base and stop
ruining the paradise here.
Why don't you do this at 2am when no one is bothered by it? Why do it
during the day or in the evening when people would like some peace and
quiet? People will be fast asleep at 2am.
The only way I can drown out the noise so I can sleep is to turn on the fan
but it's too cold to do that tonight or many other nights. It's such a horrible
noise. Very disturbing!!
It's the time i normally attempt to sleep and just now the planes begin their
noise. How many are awake listening to the endless rumble too late in the
evening? Here comes another and another. Please stop flying the planes
when people need to sleep.

Coupeville 9am. Extremely loud.

Too loud to sleep

Ongoing noise from the jets today, Thursday... it’s now 5:43 pm and we’ve
been getting hammered all day. Coupeville.

Night after night, thundering overhead.

Extremely loud Coupeville 7:25 pm

EMF'S HURT

It’s 10 pm in Coupeville... the incessant noise continues for over an hour
solid now after a day full of noise.

The noise prevents a good nights sleep night after night.

Coupeville 10:11 pm. Extreme noise.

Growlers have been a consistent rumble for last 30 minutes- XXX TXXX
Street Port Townsend

Trying to walk on the beach you numbskulls!
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We are being used as a testing ground for determining how much noise can
be inflicted on a given town before it succumbs and the population deserts.
This is inhumane and by any reasonable measure would be considered
torture.

P-8

Yes, 7:32am and the navy is blowing up the sky. They are terrorizing
us!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2 within 30 seconds 600+ feet painful to the ears

"We have been unable to visit with guests or sleep the past two nights
because of jet noise. They seem to be flying directly over Coupeville.

While on our dog walk, a growler flew right over the top os us and just
below a huge flock of geese. How soon before there is a bird strike? How
safe/responsible is it to do these operations over a residential area next to a
wetland preserve?

We are located at XXX NW 7th street.
We strongly protest this abuse."

Walls shake. Windows rattle. Go inside and hunker down for the rest of the
day and into the night as FCLPs start at OLF.

3 a/c painful to the ears

Another loud flyover town of Coupeville.

Growlers still going. I have a meeting with folks from the east coast at 6:30
am. Sure would be nice to get some sleep. Hard part is never knowing when
they are actually done for the night or if they will be starting another
session.

SO annoying, this ongoing noise!! Interrupting work over and over again.
The noise makes it difficult to concentrate.

I can't believe it! They are now flying over Seattle. These suckers are so
loud. We watch planes landing at SeaTac and they are nothing like this.

Smashing our peaceful evening, yet again. This is agonizing and has been
going on way too long. It's so frustrating that there's been no movement on
improving this horrible situation. No one benefits from this ongoing
madness. No one.

"Today noise abuse over Mc Curdy point and Protection Island wildlife
preserve

Having to stop and take shelter whenever a EA-18G passes overhead
violates an entire community.

No chance of the necessary time to sleep.

Loud roar, windows closed, interrupted work flow.... again.

Why? For countless nights I have not gotten much sleep because of the jets.
It takes me hours to fall asleep. They fly too low, too much, and they are too
loud.
So tired of them ruining my peaceful home.

Last night till midnight

One form of torture
"Bovee’s Meadow, Olympic National Park
Stopped bird chatter and conversation. The four young duckling huddled to
their mom. Most unpleasant interruption lasting about 15 minutes."
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Another late, very noisy, disruptive night as FCLPs start at OLF.

"I have NO issues with your planes!!!!

So disturbing to sleep and mental wellbeing. Nervous system is constantly
being triggered.

Keep on flying :-)"
LOUD GROWLER NOISE LASTING MINUTES!

When the Growlers train night after night without a break, how am I
supposed to catch up on sleep?

LOUD GROWLER NOISE LASTING MINUTES!

"We have been unable to visit with guests or sleep the past two nights
because of jet noise. They seem to be flying directly over Coupeville.

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down. Extremely loud!! I thought
Growlers were not supposed to fly over San Juan Islands with gear
down???

We are located at XXX NW 7th street.
We strongly protest this abuse."
11:30 at night-- closed up house because of these ....jets.
"Calawah River region of Forks, WA
suppose you work nights or are ill and need sleep? What are us lowly
civilians supposed to do? It is impossible and frankly torturous to endure
the daily onslaught of flights over Coupeville.

12:27pm. 6/11. S. Lopez. Prolonged, ongoing roaring and vibrating noise
from NASWI.
11:17am. Roaring jet. The jet noise that enters my home is even louder
than the dishwasher, and that's LOUD and ANNOYING!
11:23am. S. Lopez. HUGE RUMBLING JET ROAR, A WALL OF VIBRATING
NOISE.
11:25AM. another rumbling deep roar from NASWI. S. Lopez.

Low and slow, grinding, mind numbing jet noise - EXTREMELY LOUD - Town
of Coupeville.

11:26am. S Lopez. ANOTHER ROARING RUMBLE FROM NASWI. IT
PENETRATES MY HOME.

Still flying overhead all the way down in King County. You look up to see
commercial air traffic but all you hear are the frigging growers. Maybe this
will wake up the region.

6/11. Rumbling jet noise this morning. Thunder. Now jet noise roaring
around us, and over us. Loud screaming jet. S. Lopez.

I have been having trouble sleeping because it is so loud into the hours of 10
and 11:00 PM

11:10am. Rumbling from NASWI interrupts me, Taking my attention from
my work. A truck driving up my driveway? Someone walking up the steps
to the front door? Ah, no, d*** jet noise from NASWI. South end Lopez.

12:23pm. June 11. S. Lopez. Hit again by jet roaring rumble and vibration
from Whidbey.
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11:28AM. another rumbling roar from NASWI. REMINDS ME OF THE NOISE
AN EARTHQUAKE MAKES, no wonder it is so irritating and deeply
concerning.
12:18pm. June 11. Deep rumbling vibrating wall of jet noise hits us. S.
Lopez.
1:35pm. June 11. LOUD LOUD JET roaring from Navy . South end Lopez.
1:37pm. June 11. ANOTHER LOUD JET ROARING. Lopez.

FCLPs starting again at OLF. I think they are trying to rip the roof off tonight.
They're training out of OLF tonight, nowhere near here, but buzzing through
Deception Pass with the engine noise bouncing off the water. It's after
10:00 p.m. Just unacceptable that this continues.
F*** em
F*** em

Coupeville. Extremely Loud 10:35 am

More noise than should be happening in beautiful place like this. Why fly
here with so many people impacted??????

Sixth time circling overhead and still circling…all bird noise stopped, dogs
barking then suddenly quiet with worst of rumble and roar

Started to do some preschool outside with shapes but came in after the
loud overhead flight.

Moving from Northeast toward Southwest toward Olympic Peninsula.

116+ dB's

Moving from Southwest to Northeast from the Olympic Peninsula

Totally outrageously loud. Deafening and damaging. STOP!!!!

Continuous abusive noise from these weapons of mass destruction 10 miles
from Coupeville

Can’t even think or talk with this noise pollution.

Is this ever going to end???
Noise, noise.... SO MUCH NOISE!!
Double the jet noise... two flying side by side, low, over Coupeville town.
Such good neighbors, the Navy.
Hours of horrible jet noise out here in Coupeville.
Having to seek shelter indoors.
FCLPs starting at OLF. Another week of late, extremely loud, long nights.

Disrupts phone call. Person on other end could clearly hear the after burner
blast. Forks, WA along the Calawah River
Came in directly overhead, barely above 500’. Noise was extremely painful
to our ears v
2:28pm. Huge burst of jet roaring AGAIN. S. Lopez.
11:37am, June 1 LOUD LOUD LOUD jet overhead. Obliterated the sound of
the Zoom I was on. Disrupted the conversation. Lopez.
2:20pm. June 14. Loud and deep jet rumbling heard to the south of us.
Distracting. The noise comes into our home. Lopez.
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June 14. 2:27pm. The skies were distantly roaring while I was out walking
during my break. But then, suddenly, a HUGE roar of a jet over South Lopez.
TOO LOUD.
Coupeville 10:40 pm extremely loud woosh noise.
10:58 pm Coupeville. Noise from OLF and flyovers.
2:44pm. June 14. The jet noise is constant. They are roaring to the south of
us and the noise rolls around, deep and rumbling and loud. It sounds as if
they are just circling. This is torture. CONSTANT THUNDER. No peace in
our home.

Peace and quiet
There must be no activity whatsoever at Oak Harbor or I would hear it 17
miles from my place
You've beleaguered this town long enough. Please go somewhere else.
Extremely low & loud pass over house. Now regular loud noise, like the
majority of the time now.
Another 11pm flyover. Extremely loud!!

98239

We have been sitting outside enjoying the beautiful evening. But now time
to head inside and close the house up tight to soften the noise assault
brought on by the growlers starting another night of FCLPs at OLF.

Low pass, full throttle, deep rumble, whine and whistling like bombs flying,
full afterburner roar and fan still hear them circling. All nature noise shut off
and dog agitated by sounds , barking from inside house. Offensive.

"Coming back for more....

Twice overhead sounding first like rumbling thunder growing louder to a
high whine like bombs being released in movies to a huge growling
roar…hiking back logging roads outside of Forest a service property

They are flying up North and they are so loud we can hear them near them
mid/ south end of Camano. Warm evening and can not sleep with windows
open.

Wild animals are trying to sleep. They can't sleep with all this noise.

Extremely intrusive on the peace and quiet of a beautiful evening.

do you care at all???????????????

trouble going to sleep with the planes making low rumbles across the sky.

Coupeville 6:37 pm noise in the distance, rumbling, low frequency noise.

12:30pm, June 16. LOUD LOUD LOUD Jet roaring over South Lopez. The
roaring goes on and one. Obliterated news report I am listening to...in my
own home!!!!

7:17 pm Coupeville Extremely loud flyover.
A single growler just flew over our house at 1000 feet headed east and then
took a hard r turn to thenorth
"24 db at my property at the moment

Argh"

1:06pm June 16. LOUD LOUD LOUD AGAIN. Long roaring of a jet over South
Lopez. The roaring is incredibly deep and penetrating and goes on and on.
It takes over every sound I hear.
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About 10:15pm. Awakened by a very loud jet overhead. A prolonged
roaring, like all Navy jets. This is abuse.
Very strong fuel smell. Either not burning clean or dumping?
Coupeville 8:35 pm.. ongoing noise from OLF … from low growls to
whooshing noise… hurricane like.

More FCLPs at OLF! Argh!
8:45 pm on what was a gorgeous summer evening and the Growlers are just
getting started with their repetitive noisy loops, "night to late night" 4
nights this week
Stop the noise!!!!!!!!!

Jet Noise. Ongoing. Coupeville.

"More noise disturbing our peace

Constant noise, like it’s a tornado or hurricane coming from OLF jet noise.
So irritating. Can’t sleep. Coupeville 9:46pm.
Two solid hours of noise from the OLF. It’s 10:40 pm. .

1:16pm, 6/17 S. Lopez. LOUD Roaring jet overhead. I thought something
was wrong with the dishwasher and came running. I should have known
better. That Roar penetrates our daily lives. If you like Sea-Tac but hate the
traffic, come live on Lopez!

scam call today w caller ID "U.S. Navy". person said Navy has legal action
against me. That is ILLEGAL - "spoofed" # was 360.315.1867. 1: scam calls
will not silence my right to report noise pollution. 2: put whoever is doing
that in check for fraud

2:54pm, 6/17. TWO GROWLERS doing sightseeing over Mud Bay, Lopez.
Flying, I think, from the East toward the Southwest. Is this part of their
pattern? Do they really need to send ROARING JETS over our homes? STILL
ROARING.

Too loud to hear T.V.

"Single growler traveling roughly NE to SW.

Hearing operations from Ault field all the way in Coupeville. Low frequency
noise for intermittent periods.

DISRUPTED business conversation."

Sounds like the shuttle launching over Coupeville!!

S Lopez, 17 Jun 2021, Thur: 9:17am , 9:27am - HUGE BLASTS from Ault in
the 70+ range inside the house.

Long slow extremely loud rumble across the sky over Coupeville.
Long slow LOUD flyover..... low frequency noise that is so disturbing!
Too low and too loud, can’t even hear my TV
FCLPs starting at OLF. This is getting old after weeks of late night flying and
they plan the same for next week. My sleep is so messed up. I am
exhausted.

9:50am, 6/18. THREE GROWLER JETS LOW OVER MUD BAY, LOPEZ.
THREE!!!!! THE SCREAM IS DEAFENING. Flying from west to east. Still roaring
in the skies. Is this "The Mission"? To startle me? To deafen me? The Navy is
an abuser. Legislators are complicit.
Cape St Mary area, Lopez Island, WA
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S Lopez, 18 Jun 2021, Fri: 9:55am - overflight - CRUSHING NOISE - 75.8 - 82
decibels
They are flying when it is not on schedule. Not nice at all. Can’t enjoy the
weather. Smh
"There is a underlying lack of love for this wonderful planet. Especially the
US navy air station Whidbey.
If we do not fix this ,the destruction continues
Abusive growler noise coming from coupeville this evening and also to the
north east in the Olympics
Another day of racket and peace shattering by the Navy. You suck Navy,
period!!!!!!!
Repeated fly overs of the town of Coupeville is criminal and torture to us.
Spread your insane noise to other people as well, don’t they deserve it
too???
After a perfectly peaceful holiday weekend, the jets are back making their
horrible, intrusive noise.
An almost perfectly peaceful day with a few flyovers earlier has turned into
the sounds of horrible jet noise. Round and round they go at the OLF,
spewing unbearable noise and pollution.
Flying unscheduled. What a nightmare. Please make it stop. Disturbing the
peace and quiet. Sad
Very loud and too close to the ground!

I thought they posted night to late night. I was just going to start my online
music class. Nope. Too loud. Plus too warm to have to close all the
windows.
Starting another round of FCLPs at OLF.
Noise registered over 99.0 tonight. Thieve has been jet practice every Mon.Thurs. late nights since the field was repaired this spring. Way to much.
With little to no practice out of Oak Harbor.
No reason to buzz the houses...just being obnoxious! This isn't Top Gun you
jerks!
We have been tolerating this noise for many days not always reporting each
time. They pass by at 96.4 dBs. Too Loud for a neighborhood
The noise is ridiculously LOUD
Perfect summer evening; clear skies, gentle breeze, birds chirping, bunnies
sharing tails……and then comes the Growlers. Wonder where the Naval
Command resides at times like these. East Coast no doubt.
We were outside enjoying the summer evening and had to move inside
because of the jets. No we are stuck inside on a hot summer night having to
close the windows and we can still hear the rumble through the entire
house.
Flying by Ledgewood Beach at up to 95.9 dBs too loud
Stinky jet fuel and burned rubber smell fill the air. Noise INTOLERABLE,
pattern 32 jets nose to tail. Session is NOT scheduled. We need our
windows open in this heat. This is why your presence is so loathed.
They are not even scheduled to fly right now and they are barely skimming
the treetops causing everyone to run for cover.
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All activities have come to a halt! Unable to communicate with each other.
9:40am. Roaring jet over South Lopez. Deep and loud rumbling and
roaring.
11:12am, June 21. Jet heading toward the WEST over south central Lopez.
Screaming at first, then the deep roar. Interrupted a Zoom broadcast I am
in.
@XXX hXXXXXXX drive oak harbor
@XXX hXXXXXXX drive oak harbor
@XXX hXXXXXXX drive oak harbor
98239
@XXX hXXXXXXX drive oak harbor
It sounds like jets are landing in my backyard. "
Guess that last pass wasn't annoying enough.
I feel like we are in a full time war zone
Horrible, startling NOISE out of nowhere!! Low flyover in Coupeville.
Out of nowhere! LOUD, earsplitting noise. No warning, not notice just
BOOM and your hearing is impacted.
LOUD AS HELL. Destroying central Whidbey with jet noise and air pollution.
Really? Fast, loud and low. RIDICULOUS NAVY!! Is this how a good neighbor
behaves?

Another night to late night of FCLPs at OLF. This had been going on for
weeks. I am exhausted.
Growler Jet very loud. disruptive to conversation. Measured 86 db inside
the house
Too late and too loud.
Again extremely loud and low over downtown Coupeville going directly to
base.
10:24pm. IT IS TIME TO SLEEP AND THERE ARE JETS ROARING OVER US!!!!
WHY IS THIS ESSENTIAL TO SOME GODFORSAKEN MISSION? THE SKIES ARE
FULL OF JET NOISE!! HOW CAN A PERSON SLEEP? The Navy is an abuser.
Legislators are complicit. S Lopez.
10:27pm. Growler jet is screaming toward us. I hear it coming. Now it is
over us. The roaring INSIDE our home is loud and obliterates all other
sound. It is night-time. Now it is loudly roaring away. This is abuse by the
Navy.
10:41pm. ANOTHER JET SCREAMING OVER US. It is no exaggeration to say
that the Navy is a terrorist organization. The Navy has NO BUSINESS
screaming jets over our home and treating this region like a war zone.
%^&*#$%^ It is 10:41 pm of all things.
S Lopez, 22 Jun 2021, Tue: Excruciating Overflights and we are 12 miles
from Ault - 10:10am 88 dec outside, 10:27am 92 dec outside, 1:55pm HUGE
Roaring over head, 2:55pm - 86.4 dec - this one sounded like it was going to
crash - on us!
45 minutes and counting of awful noise in Coupeville… 9:45 pm
Horrible loud rumbling from OLF, Coupeville 9:55 pm.
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Coupeville…. Extremely loud jet noise coming from OLF and overflights,
10:00 pm Coupeville.
XXXXXXXXX drive oak harbor
10:10 pm Coupeville… extremely loud flyover.
Over XXX hXXXXXX drive oak harbor
XXX TXXXX Street Port Townsend

Very loud, relentless aircraft noise tonight preventing me from getting to
sleep! I awaken extremely early and this continuous disruption of sleep is
getting to me.
die in a crash
Flying for hours now.... just got another good loud flyover with doors and
cabinet glass rattling. Ridiculous.

XXX hXXXXXXX drive oak harbor

It’s late, it’s loud, my heart is palpitating. Not good and hard on health. Why
SO loud??

"Whimper Pennisula is now a nightly nightmare of The biggest bully on
earth .

Wake up to vibration and noise. Some pictures have to be straightened on
wall.

The US navy

Too low, too loud to sleep.

The navy way"

Another late night of FCLPs at OLF

"I just had a chemotherapy treatment and now need my sleep and rest to
heal.

FCLPs still continuing at OLF. We would love to sit outside on this beautiful
summer evening and enjoy the spectacular full moon. But not to be since
the noise from the growlers is so unnerving and painful.

It is impossible with this noise"
You're not making friends for the Navy among the residents here. It's the
opposite.

It’s 10:30 at night. Why are you still flying when we’re trying to sleep!

Too much too long. Please stop.

I have not lived here long enough to be sure of what caused the ongoing
rumbling noise but it was similar to staying at a hotel near a major airport. I
gave up trying to watch a movie on tv.

Sound of the planes is interrupting my falling asleep.

Disrupted sleep

EMF'S HURT LIFE

10:39……no sleep here. REALLY!?!? And Naval Command justifies keeping
U.S. citizens awake when there are thousands of alternative sites for their
“training”……

Jets continued for over an hour. Nice evening for flying - I get that training is
important - but it was fairly constant for at least from 9am to past 10pm.
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Still going @ 11:00 pm. How many children ages 4 - 10 are trying to sleep so
they are fresh for school tomorrow? But they cannot sleep thanks to Naval
Command decision to assault U.S . citizens….men, women, and children.
The Enemy Within!

About 9:20pm, June 23. The sky sounds like it is being ripped apart. Jet
action at NASWI. On and on and on. And then the growler screaming
overhead, heading northeast over Mud Bay, Lopez. Can't be outside. The
noise is too much. We are at war.

11:15 p.m. now. Naval Command all snuggled in their beds…..somewhere
far from the Puget Sound. No sleep, though, for the U.S. citizens the USN is
“sworn” to defend and protect.

XXX TXXXX Street Port Townsend

Where are the voices of the politicians sworn to act in the best interest of
the citizens of Puget Sound. Apparently, the USN has hood-winked them.

Multiple flyovers .. loud AH. 9:47 pm Coupeville.

The jets have kept the two babies up tonight. The rumbling was very loud in
their room. I will plan to sleep in the unfinished basement. This is torture.

We’re getting hammered out here in Coupeville. It’s 10:30 pm and the
Growlers are all over the place making their GOD AWFUL NOISE.

This is the first time in 10 years we have had a military fighter type aircraft
flying over our neighborhood low enough to drown out all conversation and
making the entire house shake. This is not acceptable.

Disrupted sleep

Really annoying constant white noise. Sets my nerves on end and causes
anxiety. I hate it.

This is really obnoxious.

"Disrupting rest after chemo treatment today. Do people have no respite!
Low very loud flying over Parker Road, Coupeville

SO MUCH NOISE TODAY AND TONIGHT. WE ARE SICK OF THE MOISE!!!

Extreme noise tonight 6/24 98239, 9:53 pm

I am hoping to sleep but the planes are making it impossible.

Too loud to sleep.
EMF'S HARM LIFE

Low overflight south end of Lopez

Loud enough to shake the house and disturb conversation for the past hour
or so.

S. Lopez. Jet roaring over us.

"Another night of pure hell scape

9:37pm, 6/23. Roaring in the skies continues. It is a hideous noise, as if
there is a war going on just a mile to the south of us. The Navy is killing us
with jet fuel pollution and deadly penetrating jet noise. Ashamed of the
USA.

The growlers just woke up and I was starting to abuse our community
there’s nowhere downtown Port Townsend or the Port Of Port Townsend
where you can escape "
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We’re sick of your crap flying over our homes wrecking our peace. F off!!
6 straight weeks of weekday night flights at the OLF, why has the navy
become a terrorist organization????
No decency from the Navy whatsoever!!!!
F***ing ridiculous this time of night,, screaming overhead while people are
sleeping!!!!!

This is one of several flights today—one too many. The noise is deafening
and I have to wear my headphones in my house so I can think. Not good.
Not pleasant. Downright awful.
Starting another long, loud night of FCLPs at OLF.
FCLPs still going at OLF. So loud and disruptive. Too bad. I would love to be
outside to enjoy the absolutely gorgeous sunset tonight. Oh, well, another
night perhaps.

Obnoxious constant noise for day after day. This is NOT the sound of
freedom, but that of oppression. D*** the Navy for their abuse of those
they are mandated to serve.

F*** em

Horrible rumbling coming from somewhere!! Ruining our soundscape and
peace. Please STOP and find a solution to this madness!!

Waaaay off their map. Thanks for waking up my family:-(

Another LOUD as H*** flyover.
Way off in the distance, but low rumbles and constant noise felt and heard
in my home.
Noise from Ault field today, all the way in Coupeville, polluting quiet skies,
over and over and over again. Loud, low frequency rumbles.

Sounds like right over the house and we’re in the no fly zone.

They’re waaaay out of their “flight pattern”…..again
I’m pretty sure it is jet noise. It is the second night in a row that I cannot
hear my tv because the sky is rumbling.
Wonder how the pilots justify their assault upon the CITIZENS OF THE
UNITED STATES, they (allegedly) are sworn to defend and protect.
"10 pm?

And the noise continues!! Hearing rumbles and low frequency noise all day
today from Ault field in Coupeville.

Please stop. Enough already! I can't even hear tv!"

From Ault field..... noise, noise, noise today!!

"Please stop!!!

Low and LOUD over Coupeville .... JEEEEZE!

Soooooooo loud! Its exhausting!"

After a day full of jet noise, and a few hours break early evening, they're
running up again.

Was very surprised to hear this growler coming from the south and flying
north over west Lake Whatcom! Very loud and disruptive!
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On and off ALL DAY and now it's 9 pm a sure sign that the war machine is
alive and well in my home town while we deal with post chemo treatment
recovery in my home. Loud rumbles are constant and precluding rest and
recovery.

Ongoing - very disruptive

The news says no more fans on store shelves. We should open windows at
night so the house get as cool. We can’t with the jets blaring over head.
The navy doesn’t carry! It is hard to keep a west facing house cool.

In town over Coupeville, vibration throughout the house. F*** you Navy
F*** you!!!!!

10:32am, June 24. Growler jet flying west. Huge screaming and shrieking as
it approached, then deep ripping roar . Still roaring. Growlers are WRONG
for this region. Destroying us. S. Lopez.
3:15pm. 6/24. I had the misfortune to be outside to relax in the sun for a
moment. Then the deafening shriek, scream and ROAR of Growler over us,
heading west-ish. This is abusive and terrorizing. There is NO NEED to be
flying over S Lopez.
2:33pm. 6/24 The Jet roaring continues. I am so upset by it that I will try to
report each noise incident that invades my home. South end, Lopez.
2:49pm 6/24. LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD jet over South Lopez. AGAIN.
June 24. S Lopez. Growler screaming overhead.
A looong drawn out low frequency rumble penetrating the walls of my
home. Work has been disturbed for over five minutes now.
Noise pollution from the direction of Oak Harbor (10 miles away).

In Coupeville over town, begins the day of peace shattering noise for our
disrespectful Navy

11:56am. S Lopez. AGAIN. We have had jet noise all morning. Not
constant, but frequent huge bursts of roaring and screaming that make me
jump. Like now. S. Lopez. The war is going on somewhere and the Navy
thinks they need to fly over our homes.
10:44am. S Lopez. ANOTHER ROARING JET FROM NASWI. Disturbing,
annoying, disruptive.
1pm. June 24. Loud jet over S Lopez. Too loud..
1:47pm, 6/24. ANOTHER jet roaring over us. South Lopez. Screaming and
roaring.
1:45am, June 24. S Lopez. LOUD deep threatening roar from an unseen jet.
Noise fills the sky.
2:15pm. 6/24. I feel like I am living next to Sea Tac airport. We have had jets
zooming over South Lopez all day. They seem to go every which way: south,
north, east and west of us. Because the growlers are ridiculously loud, their
noise spreads far.
June 24. Roaring jet noise in the skies. Disturbing.

Over town in Coupeville again, headed west with unimaginable deafening
blasting sound. F-you Navy!!!!!

S LOPEZ, 25 June2021, Fri: More overflights! 11:30pm 65 - 75 decibels inside

Shame on all 3 of you

Four jets in formation just flew over our island at ridiculously low altitude,
maybe less than 500 feet.
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Four growler jets, flying in formation and very low, just flew over my farm
on Marrowstone Island. Spooked my livestock!
X4 Growler Jets in formation ..... FOUR TIMES THE NOISE!!
Cape Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington
Cape Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington.
S Lopez, 26 Jun 2021, Sat: Overflights on a Saturday - 1:40 (84.8 dec) and
1:45pm (79.2 dec) Screaming jets overhead are creating a version of PTSD.
We live in a WAR ZONE.
XXX TXXXt Street Port Townsend
Just when you'd want to go outside...
Another endless evening of miserable Jet Noise
US military helicopters flying low over the water westbound
Navy SAR helicopter flying in circles over Whidbey General, Coupeville,
smashing the peace while Growlers approach from Ault field to add to the
horrible noise over central Whidbey.
9:20 pm.... the growlers have been flying nonstop for almost 45 minutes
subjecting us to their HORRIBLE NOISE during this unbearable heat event.
PLEASE STOP HARMING US with your noise and air pollution!!!
The noise horrible whooshing, constant pounding, low frequency noise
continues. 10:15pm Coupeville.
It’s time to go to bed. Stop flying

With the windows open, it makes it hard to do anything. Just what we need,
HOT and Loud. Ugh, no thanks. They should take the week off because of
the heat.
Had to stop talking with neighbors due to loud rumbles
Record breaking heat & Navy forces us to close our windows so they can
spew noise, air pollution and risk fires. Flyover WAY too low and off
course. Years of comments disregarded.
Unprecedented heat wave and now we have to shut all the doors and
windows and swelter in the heat or be assaulted by 105+decibel noise
inside our home. Reaches 90 + decibels with doors and windows closed.
Next set of FCLPs at OLF tonight. Shut up in house, lights and electronic off,
windows and doors shut. It is a very uncomfortable 89 degrees inside. Too
loud to be out or open windows. Poor dog is overheated, panting, and
agitated by heat and noise.
We our stuck inside on one of the hottest days of the year.
The WHOLE house is shaking repeatedly from the noise and vibration from
Whidbey growlers. This sensation is distressing to the inner ear. This is
TERRIBLE noise pollution, painful and destructive.
What kind of horrible Neibor flys on a night like this? All times record heat
and we all have our windows open trying to survive! I’ve been a supporter
until now.
They keep flying over my house, and everything is shaking and rattling.
Usually they pass over once and then move on, but for some reason they
are making multiple low passes over our home. My dishes are rattling; feels
like an earthquake.
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S Lopez, 28 jun 2021, Mon: 10:30am 76.8 dec, 10:45am 77.2 dec inside the
house. From 2 - 2:30pm a steady Low ROAR 55 -65 dec. Then at 3:12pm a
screaming Growler overhead at 88.6 dec. Welcome to the Peaceful San
Juans . . .

10:54am. LOUD LOUD Jet roaring over South Lopez.

P-8 1600’ altitude.

S lopez, 29 Jun 2021, Tue: 2:16pm , Another Overflight! 86.2 dec outside. .

Erroneously reported earlier as P-8. Caused ear pain. 1200’ altitude.

Between 3:23 pm and 3:45 pm, 5 P-8s at about 1500’ directly overhead. Not
as loud as the Growler but still a conversation stopper.

P-8

Much too loud to even hear words coming from tv
Cape Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington.

In a meeting this morning and the jets keep flying over. They're loud and so
disruptive!!

2 Growlers @ about 1200’. Caused some ear pain.

Horrible NOISE. Jets flying over, over and over again at about 20 minute
intervals. Sounds like a space shuttle launch over Coupeville!!

9:05 pm Growler Shuttle launch in Coupeville.

FOUR GROWLERS over Coupeville..... QUADRUPLE the noise.

Much of the afternoon over the incoming tide noise and wave pounding, at
times, conversation stopped.

Loud jet noise.

Didn't make enough noise the first time, came back for spite?

Noise pollution from Oak Harbor/Ault Field is blasting Central Whidbey.

All evening flying overhead from 5:30 and now continues at 10:30 pm Argh!

There were more flights between 20:00 and 20:30, but I was in the water
and could not note specific times.

Exhausted from work, home late, have to get up very early tomorrowwrenched from sleep by metallic screaming. Anacortes 10:20 pm

2 loud jets.

It's called sleep. Disrupted!!!!

Low flight over south end of Lopez

Once again flying overhead- not supposed to be in their path. They can be
heard numerous times through out most days- they are so loud can hear
them from inside the home when they take off at Ault. Just gets louder as
they fly over.

About 2:15pm or so on June 29. I was on the phone. A jet overhead came
screaming and roaring so loudly over our home that I could not hear a thing.
The conversation was disrupted. My sister asked "what was that noise."
We could not talk. S. Lopez.
June 29, 12:37pm. LOUD roaring noise coming from Whidbey.

Horrible noise. Coupeville.

Taking off again at Ault. It's deceptive to think the noise corresponds with
scheduled practices. They take off every 15- 30 minutes most mornings for a
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couple of hours-return later. Have heard them in Laconner, Marysville,
Mount Vernon, Burlington
Loud! Stopped phone call.
Loud noise disrupts our dinner conversation.
Husband I talking and another jet interrupts our disc. I measure decibels in
the house at 84.
Loud jet growler
Low flyovers all evening and now I to the night. Impossible to do anything
inside or outside Children can’t sleep
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
12:39pm. June 30. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet noise over South Lopez. the
roaring just goes on and on and on and on. My Dad used to say that noise
like that was demons bowling down the lanes in the skies, and that is what
it sounds like. Echoing Roaring.
10:05am, June 30. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet roar. S Lopez.
10:52am, June 30. Loud jet roaring over Mud Bay, Lopez. Obliterates all
household sounds. Ruined my concentration on my work.
Disrupted sleep. Extremely loud, low flyover.
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